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Preface 

Every school establishes rules and regulations that govern its 
routines. It is often assumed that routines and regulations are simply 
1 ifted out of centrally prescribed codes of schoo I management. The 
data presented in this report on Educating The Elite: Harmony and 
Conflict, suggest differently. The report describes the educational 
processes in two national schools in Kenya, studied during a two year 
period, where it was observed that the heads of school had 
reformulated the official goals of education from their broader and 
somewhat ambiguous prescript ions, to narrower and specific formats 
which guided each school's da1 ly act iv it ies. 

In present1ng the data, emphas1s has been placed on 1solat1ng 
characteristics of leadersh1p styles of the heads of school and the 
responses of teachers and students to the overa 11 management. As the 
title of the report suggests, areas of harmony and conflict were 
observed among schoo I personne 1 as they interacted with one another, 
and as various groups negotiated meanings and interpretations of 
beliefs, traditions and practices. The precise causes of both harmony 
and conflict, although difficult to p1npo1nt, were generally inherent in 
the goals of education as well as in the various mechanisms set up In 
individual schools for the purpose of providing a suitable learning 

One of the most prominent areas of latent conflict between school 
management and students concerned the teaching and learning of 
soc1al sk1lls. School management expected students to learn social 
skills such as the value of time, division of labour, tolerance, 
responsibi 1 ity, co-operation, service to self and the community 
through adherence to strict routines punctuated by the bell, and 
through participation in such activities as parade, farmwork, 
housework, chapel, clubs and societies. Students, however, seemed to 
believe that these activit1es were not relevant and that the school 
day should consist only of academic lessons, sports and relaxation. 

The results and 1deas presented here will be useful to policymakers, 
school heads and teachers 1nterested 1n school management issues. 
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The results however, pose a more serious question about current 
efforts to vocational1ze the curriculum. If in evaluating achievement 
in secondary education, a student's success in academic work 
continues to receive a disproportionate share of his overall efforts, 
then it is possible that schools will find it difficult to convince 
students to learn various technical and social skills presumed by 
vocational curricula. 

CN 
May 1988 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research study Educating The Elite: Harmony and Conflict, 
was part of a larger project on Teach1ng and Learning Biology tn 
Kenya which had two aims: 

1. To identify practices which take place in schools and classrooms, 
and to contribute to an understanding of the nature of teachers' 
perceptions and approaches to teaching students that result 
from these practices; and 

To understand the implications of teachers' and students' 
perceptions for school achievement and acquis1tion of general 
pos1tive behavioural mooalities. 

The overall research was carried out within a theoretical framework 
derived from interpretive research methodology <Erickson 1973, 
1980, 1986), with interest centred on exposing and clarifying the 
everyday human meanings in the life of schools. Emphasis was placed 
on understanding the immediate and local meanings of actions in 
education as interpreted from the schoo 1 heads', teachers' and pup11s' 
points of view. Teaching-learning, whether at school, in classrooms 
or during weekend sem1nars, was regarded as an event with complex 
but interrelated processes and products, constructed by the various 
participants in the event. Processes and results of teaching-learning 
in particular instances and contexts, were seen as reflecting the 
phenomena and dynamics of education 1n the wider society. The 
processes, products and contexts of schoollng therefore, had to be 
understood in the arena of particular instances to enable classroom 
teachers, teacher trainers and pol1cy makers to implement realistic 
intervent 1on in schools, whether for the purpose of improving 
teaching and learning or for expanding facilities. In examining 
educat1on as an 1nterpret1ve process, 1t was assumed that a hol1stic 
concept1on of educat1on 1n Kenya should address at least f1ve key 
questions, namely: 

1. What 1s education as viewed by school h0Ms, t~hers, pupils and 
the brOl'Olr sooiety in the context of Kenya? 
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2. What are some of the chara::teristics of personnel and resources 
1n Kenya schools? 

3. How do var1ous school and non-school personnel a::tuallze the 
purpose of schooling in relationship to their definition of education? 

4. Where and how ooes education take pla::e? 

5. How should education happen? 

In the research stuay Educating The Elite: Harmony and Conflict, 
on 1 y re 1 at ive ly narrow aspects of each of the above questions were 
directly addressed. In particular, the study looked at how heads of 
schools, teachers and students view the goals of education at school 
and within the broader society of Kenya; and sought to understand how 
the educators actualized the purpose of schooling in relationship to 
their definition of the purposes of education. 

Secondary school education 1n Kenya can st111 be regarded as 
educating the elite of the nation, g1ven the fact that only about 40% 
of students who complete primary school, go on to secondary schools. 
Students 1n search of a secondary school educat1on, enter some 2700 
secondary schools of various quality. Of these schools only 27 so
called national schools are believed to have superior resources and 
qualified teachers and to generally provide a very convivial 
environment for learning which results In high student performance 
on public examinations. 

Based on a very str1ct quota system, the national schools adm1t 
students selected on merit from every d1str1ct In the country. 
However, apart from a general knowledge about nat1onal schools, 
sometimes bordering on folklore, there has been little research to 
document the characteristics of such schools. This report presents 
data from a two year study of two national schools given the 
pseudonyms Inland High School and Valley H1gh School. Both were old, 
government maintained, boarding schools recognized for h1gh 
students' achlevment In public examinations. Inland High and Valley 
High had approx1mately 650 and 450 male students w1th a staff of 42 
and 38 teachers, respectively. 
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The study attempted to understand the educational goals and 
leadership styles of the two schools points through an examination of 
overa 11 schoo 1 processes < Dwyer et a 1. 1982). However, there was no 
attempt to conceptualize the conduct of the study within frameworks 
of research that have investigated either school effects, or school 
administration. Instead, field study methods were used to collect 
data from the school heads, teachers and students in order to 
determine the nature of the shared language, perceptions and points 
of emphasis among school personnel. The study also determined how 
personnel assessed: the school's goals; the purposes of various school 
activities in supporting and achieving such goals; the school's present 
strengths and weaknesses; and the perceptions and definitions vf 
problems that confronted the schools (Good et al. 1986). This meant 
that the largest portion of the study was spent 1n trac1ng 1nteract1ons 
between heads, teachers and students, 1n order to determine how the 
"shoulds and oughts" (Marshall 1984) became translated into values, 
meanings and action. Open-ended interviews were conducted in order 
to determine heads', teachers· and students' philosophies of the goals 
of schools. All school personnel were observed in an unobtrusive 
manner <except in classrooms), and descriptive field notes were kept 
of activities and public utterances. 

The researcher spent two years 1n the two schools observ1ng classes, 
breaktime, lunch periods, after school clubs and society time, and 
school events such as; assembly, parade, chapel, roll call, staff 
meeting and speech days. In addition, students at Inland High School, 
completed a short questionnaire on School Organ1satton where they 
were expected to express their opinions regard1ng the nature and 
quality of school management. 

Data analysis used the 'comparat1ve method' of Glaser and Strauss 
< 1967), and generated def1n1tions, categor1es, patterns among 
participants' utterances, wr1tten statements and actions, in order to 
portray the essent1al qualit1es of the character1stic beliefs and 
behav1ours. The results are presented as a comparison of the two 
schools on criteria such as: school personnel's bel1efs, perceptions 
and actions; characterist1cs and purposes of school act1v1ty; and 
teachers· and students' responses and react1ons to these bel1efs, 
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perceptions and activit1es. However, no attempt has been made to 
compare the two schools on every aspect since the purpose of the 
study was to explore the subjective experiences of the school's 
participants and to identify informal systems and unstated rules 
which m1ght 1nfluence part1c1pation in the d1fferent environments. 
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Chapter 1 

GOALS FOR EDUCATING THE ELITE 

Research generally indicates that academically effective schools are 
merely schools organized to pursue learning consistently <Tomlinson 
1981). And, it is perhaps self-evident that the tasks of promoting 
learning and order, are closely intertwined in any school situation. 
Some minimal level of orderliness is necessary to harness students' 
attention to classroom work and perhaps efficient and effective 
classwork promotes orderliness within the pace of other school-wide 
activities. 

It would seem that the task of managing a school for learning has at 
least two main components: (a) goals to be achieved, and Cb) a set of 
instructions, conditions and available resources to reach these goals. 
From this perspective, the thoughts and act1ons of the school head, 
teachers and students can be understood as attempts to assemble and 
use resources to achieve educational goals in a comp lex social setting 
<Doyle 1986). School management however, has two major task 
structures organized around the problem of ensuring order so as to 
achieve educational goals. The first of triese school management 
tasks is to instruct students in a broad range of favourable attitudes, 
beliefs and concept ions; the second is to organize schoo 1-wide 
groups, establish and monitor rules and procedures and react to 
misbehaviour <Doyle 1980). 

Stallings et al. ( 1981 ), who examined the effects of school policies 
on pupils in eight U.S. secondary schools that included a wide variety 
of policies and organizing plans, concluded that: 

(a) Schools 1n wh1ch pol1cies and rules were clearer and more consistently 
enforced hoo higher teacher morale, fewer classroom 1ntruslons, a 
lower absence rate, less class m1sbehav1or and more t1me-on-task. 

( b) Schools that had more adm1n1strat1ve support serv1ces and fewer 
buroonsome duties for teachers, had h1gher teacher morale and less 
classroom m1sbehav1our. 
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(c) A more active and more supportive principal was associated with 
higher teacher morale and students who felt more friendl1ness. 
(Good et al. 1986 ). 

How closely or otherwise, did the beliefs, attitudes, percept ions, and 
actions of personnel at Inland Higt1 and Valley High re-affirm these 
factors as val id and general conditions of schools witr1 high academic 
achievement? 

Inland High School 

Head's Goals for a Secondary Education 

Mr. Somo, the head of Inland High, who had been In school management 
and teaching for over 20 years, said that he be 1 ieved that the most 
important role of a school head was to organize, manage, implement, 
and evaluate what goes on In all aspects of school. Somo believed that 
public media criticisms of school heads had nurtured two fundamental 
but erroneous be 11efs regarding the head's dut tes, namely: that schoo 1 
heads have extra time to manage business outside of school hours; and 
that managing such business was compatible wtth a head's duties In 
the school. Somo explained that running a school was a full time job. 

"I cannot see how a statement such as, 'headteochers should not 
conduct private business during working hours' can be compatible 
w1th 1nformed op1n1on. Head1ng a school, 1f oone properly. 1s a full 
time job. Therefore, the question of working hours 00es not arise. 
Statements like that encourage young school adm1n1strators to expect to 
have after-working hours. which 1s someth1ng of a myth." 

Somo also believed that a head cannot and should not try to run a 
school single-handedly; 

"School adm1n1strat1on has to be undertaken by all members of staff, plus 
a cross-section of students, because efficient adm1n1strat1on 1s 1n the 
final analysis man~1ng a system on a dally basis. No single person has 
the m 1 nd and energy to do that." 
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Overal I Somo·s concept Ion of a good schoo I manager was that of a 
committed head who organised an efficient system that would lead to 
high social and academic achievement by students. School 
management, if done properly, was a full t1me and joint venture 
between the head, teachers and students. 

The organizing idea of Soma's concept was a philosophy of work. whlcr1 
combined the m1nd as 1ntellectual (academic), the spirit as religious 
and the body as pnysical. This phi l 1sophy was the s1ngle most 
recurrent theme in Somo's speeches and writings. It was eloquently 
illustrated by his frequently enunciated comparison between the 
nature of goals for a secondary educat1on and the types of structural 
un1ts, rout1nes, act1v1t1es and events 1n the school, that he perce1ved 
as serv1ng each of the goals. 

"The WfJt./ we have developed our educat1on over the years, has led us to the 
be 1i ef that passing an ex am i nation shOu 1 d be regarded as the basic 
oc:hievement of secondary school students. Of course, 1n th1s school, 
we have so far oone qu1te well. But I th1nk an equally 1mportant 
i:r;hievement of students from this school is the oc:quisition of a sense of 
sensible personal and community 11fe. A~ school head spends a lot of 
time implementing teach1ng towards this !))al, and 1t is high time the 
public recognised this." 

Somo's philosophy of the goals and work of school was underlined by 
the 1dea of effic1ency in all activity. Since efficiency required "rnind 
and energy", and s1nce no s1ngle person has enough of both, the best 
strategy was to irnplernent a program for tra1nlng everyone In "a 
sense of sens1ble personal and community 11fe". Somo believed that he 
was himself an eff1c1ent manager and indicated that the school was 
well managed, -- "we do our best". 
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Chart 1: Somo's Concept of the Goals of a Secondary 
Education and Relat1onsh1p to Ex1st1ng Schools 
Management Structures and Act1v1t1es 

Goals Ph11osophy Existing Supportive 
Structure 

1. Develop and use all A dally practical -Farmwork 
talents and resources philosophy of -housework/chores 
available among students community life and -parade/assembly 
in order to make a service to all -chapel 
positive contribution -head's writings 
to the existence of a -games 
harmonious school -clubs/societies 
community -sharing of resources 

-organized leisure 
-community work 

2. Develop, sharpen and A dally enunciated -Work by the bell 
expand students' philosophy and -Intense teaching 
intellectual skills In and practice of -strong subject heads 
order to pass exams and serious academic -subject heads' meeting 
be ready for future work -academic counselling 
intellectual work -prep time allocation 

-continuous assessment 

3. Learn to fit in an A clear division of -Head's office 
organize, organized society responsibility organize -academic master 
where there are head, teachers and -welfare department 
leaders and organize students In organized to -career counselling 

carry out activities -academic counselling 
and services -chapel 

-prefeclshlp system 
-games/clubs system 
-subordinate staff 
-community work 

cont ffl(J(Jr/. ... 
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Goals 

4. Alert students to the 
broader values 
expectations and 
aspirations in society 
with regard to those who 
have recleved education 

Phllosophy 

Participation in 
traditional and 
cultural events to 
re-affirm sense of 
belonging to 
broader society 

Existing Supportive 
Structure 

-Founder's day 
-badgr test 
-drama week 
-field trips 
-cross country 
-speech day 
-old students' day 
-"burying x-country· 
-names of buildings 

In explaining the components of each of the four goals, Somo 
emphasized the fact that the manner In whlch all school activities 
encompassed all four goals, was the most Important criteria for 
judging good school management. In other words, Somo admitted that 
even though he might be able to state which specific activities had 
been designed to contribute toward achieving' a particular goal, In 
actual practice, varlous management structures and actlvities 
contributed towards achieving all goals. 

Acndemi c Work 

For example, the kind of co-ordlnatlon that Somo sald had to develop 
between management routines and academic achievement, was 
expressed In hls welcome-back not.lees to students at the beglnn1ng 
of each new term. Somo belleved that holldays away from school 
tended to de-activate students' proper working strategies so that 
students needed to be re-directed to goals and work objectlves, 
during the new term. Moreover, at the beglnning of each term, Somo 
wanted students to f1nd some rorm or overall evaluat1on or thelr 
previous term's academic and soclal progress. On 28/4/83 Somo had 
put up a welcome-back notice In readiness for the second school term 
beginning in early May. The document, titled Reminders, started out 
by welcoming students back to school. In the third paragraph Somo 
had written: 
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"To every student I set{, organize yourself and settle oown qu1ckly. 
Reminders: 1. Use TIME properly. 2. Avoid childish behaviour that will get 
you into trouble all the t1me. 3. Every student should help 1n getting the 
school to settle down to serious work. 4. Everyone 1s reminded particularly, 
in form 4 and 6 that we set our ~l for this year to be - ·o· Levels - Division 
1 & 2 only; 'A' Levels - 2 Principal and above only." 

In addition to these statements of reminders and goals for the whole 
school, Somo addressed each form level individually, pointing out 
what students had achitved academically and socially 1n the prev1ous 
term, and in cases where improvement was needed, what changes 
were expected. For example, Somo had written for: 

Form 1: "You are now a little older, no longer so green. We expect you to behave a 

Form 2: "A few of us are st1ll behav1ng 11ke bab1es. Th1s must stop 0 

Form 3: "Time is running out fast. Make sure your stucfy programme is properly 
organised and properly followed. We are next for the 'O' levels and we oo not want to be 
caught with our 'Pants Down'. We have settled oown well, we just need to improve on it." 

Form 4: " ... This 1s the time when we make or break ourselves .... Show us what you can do 
1n the Academ1cs, Games, Drama, Muslc ... You are young - th1s is the t1rne to empty all 
your energy to the sat1sfact1on of your BRAINS, BODY and SOUL." 

Form 5: "We have not yet quite seen the positive s1de of many of you. A few of you are 
w1th us ... Too many of us have rema1ned qu1te green over the first term. 

Form 6: "The end of our school boy 1 ife is com 1ng fost. Th1s 1s your lost chonce to use 
it. II 

Vnlue of Time nnd Routine 

Somo often referred to the consistent routine in the school as an 
example of a process that contributed toward the achievement of all 
goals, even though its bas1c purpose was to segment time by the bell, 
so that students would be 1n the r1ght place at the r1ght t1me. Indeed, 
at Inland High, the bell rang 40 d1fferent t1mes dur1ng a typical 17 
hour work 1ng day, w1th the f1rst be 11 at 5.45 a.m. and the last one at 
11.00 p.m. Of these 40 bells, only 11 bells actually signalled the 
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beginning or end of classroom learning. The remaining 29 bells, were 
either ·warning bells or non-class activity bells'. For instance, at 
5.45 a.m., there was a 'warning wake-up bell'; at 8.10 a.m., a ·warning 
bell for morning classes'; at 1.50 p.m. a 'warning bell for afternoon 
classes'; and at 9.25 p.m., a ·warning bell for lights-out' for juniors 
Other non-class bells were for activities such as waking up, morning 
work, roll calls, assembly or parade, dining room, ga:ries and societies 
and prep time. Except for the waking and lights-out bells, all other 
warning bells heralded classroom work. There were no warning bells 
for housework, dining room, games and clubs or evening prep. Somo 
had explained that warning bells did not mean that the subsequent 
activity was any more important than that which preceded 1t. Rather, 
warning bells sounded whenever there was to be a dramatic change in 
the nature of the on-going and subsequent act1v1t1es. "The purpose ls 
to give an in1tial alert". 

It is often assumed that schools with students who are h1gh achievers 
in public examinations, allocate maximum time to classroom 
teaching. This was not the case at Inland High, and Somo stressed the 
fact that good schoo 1 management depended on a proport lonate 
distribution and management of the available time among several 
activ1ties, many of which did not involve classroom teaching. 
Moreover, Somo stated that he encouraged allocation of duties and 
time so as to reflect the increasing maturity and 1ntellectual 
development of students as they moved from junior to senior classes. 
He was unhappy w1th the opposite practice where, he pointed out, 

"Unfortunately, 1t 1s a f&;t that in adult 11fe end 1n00ed. 1n some schools, the 
tendency is to assign duties in such a wery that older students have more leisure 
and less work than jun1ors. and [seniors] often have pr1v11eoes that allow 
them to skip certain dut1es particularly, manual dut1es. Th1s is not {P)d." 

Somo had explained how, in his school, the17 hours of an average 
school day, were distributed among a variety of activities such that 
the amount of time reflected not only the range of goals to work 
toward each day; but also the Form level of students participating ln 
various act iv1t ies. 
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Table t shows the distribution of time among seven key dally 
activities for Juniors <Forms 1-3); Upper Juniors <Form 4); and 
Seniors <Forms 5-6). The data appear to support Soma's statements, 
that Juniors have more free time and less time for prep than Seniors; 
and that all students spend equal time on manual labour and other 
regulative act1v1t1es such as games, roll call and chapel. 

Tab le 1: Distribution of Time Among Daily Act 1vit1es 
CT1me 1n Hours and M1nutes> 

Act1v1t1es Jun1ors Upper Jun1ors Sen1ors 

1. Free t1me 2:25 1:45 1:45 

2. Lunch break 2:35 2:35 2:35 

3. Roll calls 0:35 0:35 0:35 

4. Chapel 0:15 0:15 0:15 

5. Housework 0:35 0:35 0:35 

6. Classes 6:05 6:05 6:05 

7. Prep time 1:40 2:55 3:45 

8. Games/clubs 1:15 1:15 1:15 

Juniors had 40 minutes more of leisure time than Seniors, and also 
1: 15 and 2:05 hours less prep time than Upper Juniors and Seniors, 
respectively. 
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Division of Labour 

With regard to the third goal of a secondary education, namely to 
educate each student to fit into an organized society where there are 
leaders, Somo, believed that apart from bellwork and a consistent 
routine, there had to be a clear division of labour, prevlleges and the 
management of various respons1bil1ties among various scr1ool 
personnel. Consequently, all teachers and a sizeable number of 
students were engaged in management. For the 42 teachers, there 
were duties such as 'master on duty' carried out by eacri teacher three 
times a term; class teacher; senior and assistant house masters for 
each 0f the eight students' houses; dean of studies; school counsellor; 
and chapel master. The same teacher may be a head of one of the 14 
subject departments; a patron of one of the 31 school societies and 
clubs; and a games master for one of the 1 O different sports and 
games In the school. 

At least, 100 of the 650 students were 1nvo lved ln management 
duties comprehensively referred to as the prefectship system. All 
prefects were selected by staff because, "If you let students select 
their own prefects the whole school may be spoiled by fellows with 
deviant sub-cultures". Consequently, alongside tr,e school captain, 
there was a deputy, a dining hall prefect, a senior· medical prefect, a 
games captain, a sen1or chapel prefect, a senior and a junior library 
prefect, a senior entertainment prefect, a house capta1n for eacr1 of 
the eight houses and at least s1x dormitory senior prefects per house. 
There were class monitors, prep-reminders and, of course, within 
various subject areas there were group leaders. 

Observers however, were unable to find evidence to support Somo·s 
claim that students' privileges were not distributed according to 
seniority. All Seniors were allowed to wear trousers during the week, 
something that Juniors were forbidden; Sen1ors had their own library, 
a music room and of course, the tit le 'Seniors' wh1ch enabled them to 
belong to the ·seniors only' soc1et1es and clubs such as mathematics 
and debating groups. All 1mportant positions w1th1n the prefectshtp 
system were allocated to Sentors and 1n fact, the school captain as 
the most Sen1or student was not allocated normal dut1es. In addition 
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to his automat1c high status, a school captain was ent1tled to s1x 
instead of two school shirts, many 1nstead of two school t1es and 
free milk, served him in his cubicle by a Junior. It was argued that the 
school captain had been given more shirts and t1es because he had to 
look presentable, at all times, to other students. But 1f one of the 
respons1b111t1es of be1ng a 5en1or was to serve as model for Jun1ors, 
it could be argued, that a school captain should have been requ1red to 
demonstrate his maturity and superior qualities by being exemplary 
using the same quantity of resources as a 11 ocated to other students. 

Somo considered it very important that teachers be 1nvolved 1n 
societies, clubs and games. On 4/6/81 he had authored a document 
entitled: Tne Alm of A Sc/Joo/ which was st1ll displayed on the 
teachers' notice-board In 1985. Somo had drawn the researcher's 
attent1on to th1s document dur1ng a d1scuss1on of the poss1ble causes 
of strikes by students in schools and un1vers1tes. Somo had stated 
that one of the fundamental causes of school str1kes was fa1lure by 
students to balance their expectations with what can be reasonably 
expected of society at large. In Somo·s words: 

"I think the problem is really our fault. We must lnst1ll in our pupils 
the goodwill towards their fellow students and all Kenyans. We have talked 
too vaguely about education and Independence. The children cannot find 
something tangible when we speak of independence. We have talked of 
independence in economic terms without clearly spelling out what 
it should be in developing ~ill." 

Somo had explained that Inland Hlgh's comprehensive training 
program was designed to work toward fulfilling that purpose. In Aims 
of a Sc/Joo/, Somo had told teachers: 

"The ~m ic training alone is not sufficient preparation of a 
secondary high school student for his career. W1th his academic 
education there must be opportunities for the development of the 
qualities of: 1) self-discipline; 2) honesty (Integrity); 3) service 
to others; 4) using one's common sense; 5) 1C1{8lty to ones 
country; 6) r800iness to lmlPt responsibility rind the ribility to 
11ve simply and get along with others; 7) attention to duty; 
8) l~rship; 9) self-reliance; 10) hard work; and 
11 ) determination ( wlll ). " 
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Later in the document, Somo had exhorted teachers: 

" ........ it is necessary for us teachers to see ourselves as the experts 
and the force behind such a comprehensive type of training. This calls for 
teachers themselves to be 1-11 above .... We might not be gocxl at games, 
drama, etc., but if we are there to provide leadership, ootermination etc., 
our students would benefit more than when we are not there because 
we are not the experts." 

Sorno had explained U1at he accepted the argument that a teacher 
cannot teach properly a classroom subject in which he did not feel 
confident. But he was unprepared to accept as reasonable the clatm 
that a teacher could not participate in a particular extra-curricular 
activity because the teacher did not know what to do: 

" .... this sort of argument makes a tet£her sound not properly educated. 
If we are saying that teachers are educated and qua llf ied to teoch, we are 
saying that they have passed through an educational system 1n which all 
these so called extra-curricular octivities were part and parcel of learning. 
They were not meant to excel in them. They were only meant to participate 
in them. To the extent that they have participated in them, they should be 
ab le to help others participate in them too." 

Somo said however, that good management often consisted of 
elements of ordering others around, persuading, compromising, 
backing down and pushing to the very last possible limit. Somo said 
that he felt that most of the order1 ng around of people was necessary 
only because many people had not learned to use their common sense. 
In fact, use of common sense was the subject of five documents 
written by Somo and displayed on student notice boards. At n1e 
beginning of every new term he wrote something about common sense. 
He had explained that this timing was crucial since most students 
seemed to regress during holidays particularly, in the use of their 
common sense. For 1nstance, on 26/8/83, <the beginning of the third 
term) Somo had wr1tten and displayed a document entitled, 6uiding 
Instructions~ in which he set out the rationale and procedures for 
students of 11 school regulations concerning: general disclpllne; 
school boundaries; medical facilities; clothing; teaching rooms; 
pocket money and fees; electricity; personal radios; smoking and 
drink Ing; punishment; loitering and vagrancy; and treatment of 
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visitors. In conclusion to the two page, 19 item document, Somo had 
written, 

"These are only a few guiding instructions but there are many others that 
we could apply through our Common Sense. Let COMMON SENSE be the 
main GUIDING FACTOR in this school. to help us achieve what we want to 
a~hieve with the minimum difficulties. We all have COMMON SENSE, let 
us use 1t." 

Asked whether members of staff ever contributed to the ideas in the 
various documents, Somo had stated that since staff held a meeting 
each day and at the end of each term, the documents often 
summarized teachers' observations of how particular groups of 
students went about their learning and duties on a daily basis and how 
they had performed throughout the term. Somo, however, emphasized 
that many of the emphasized he wrote were based on his own 
observation of what was going on in the school and how it compared 
with what he expected of the school. 

Valley High School 

Hend's Gonls nnd Style of Mnnngement 

Mr Kazi, the head of Valley High School, had some 12 years of 
experience in teaching and school management. Kazi lived on the 
schoo 1 campus and arrived regularly into his off lee at 7.45 a.m. He 
would attend the 15 minutes' daily assembly for the whole school, and 
would often leave the school at around 11.00 a.m. often not to return 
until the following day. Judged from what he frequently re1terated at 
assembly, Kaz1 regarded good management as a collect1ve venture 
between himself and teachers as ev1denced by h1s susta1ned publ 1c 
praise of the "good work being done by all teachers". In exhorting 
students to continue to work hard on the1r studies in order to 
"maintain the level of the very good ach1evement 1n the school", on at 
least 21 occasions, Kaz1 had stated: 

"We the teachers, are determined to oo our part. We shall continue to oo 
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everything possible to teach as well as we have been ooing in the past. So 
1t 1s up to you to follow th1s example and work equally hard." 

Kazi's definition of the goals of a secondary education were not 
articulated further. It appeared from his actions, that he believed 
that if classroom learning and high students' performance were good, 
it indicated that school management was proper and effective. Only 
one undated document W"itten by Kazi entitled, Rules and Regulations 
was observed on the noticeboards in 1983. The document stated in 
part: 

"Students are expected to behave as gentlemen at all time ... Shirts MUST 
always be tu::ked into the shorts or trousers ... Students MUST obey all school 
rules ... All arrangements for cleaning-up MUST be adhered to strictly. All 
students MUST play their part to make the school as tidy' as possible." 

Three other Items in this document were underlined namely: RESPECT 
FOR PROPERTY, WALKS AND TRIPS TO TOWN, and OFF-LIMITS. Kazi had 
emphasized during an interview that students were in schoo 1 to learn 
know ledge and ski 1 ls that they would need in order to pursue various 
careers in the future. He explained that the school's curriculum with 
its specific emphasis on science and technical subjects was 
particularly important in training students in the sciences in order to 
meet nat1onal requirements for manpower development. Kazi believed 
that the school admitted very bright students and that as long as 
students attended classes and obeyed school rules, academic 
achievement would be ensured. Several other documents on various 
noticeboards and in the staffroom consisted of letters of 
congratulations on the school's high performance 1n public 
examinations sent by 'important' old school boys -- mainly 
government officials, company executives and university teachers. 
Al 1 other documents which 1 ittered the noticeboards had been 
authored by indiv1dual teachers on subjects such as sports, athlet1cs, 
clubs, student lists, and past examination results. 

Division of Labour 

It would appear that Kaz1 had evolved a management style that 
ensured that his main goal- high academic achievement- would be 
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pursued during his long absences. Indeed, the collect1ve nature of 
management which he often referred to, was designed precisely for 
this purpose, implanting in the minds of teachers and students the 
be 1 ief that the smooth occurrence of daily teacr1ing and learn1ng was 
more or less equivalent to good management. Thus, as long as 
teachers taught, there would be no management problems. In essence, 
Kazi had delegated almost all his responsibilities and duties to senior 
teachers, the bursar and a few students. Such widespread delegation 
ensured that whenever the head was away, nothing would come to a 
standsti 11. 

But thls alrnost total delegatlon of respons1bll1tles and dut1es was 
not supported by comprehens1ve co-ord1nation of act1v1ty and 
1nformation gather1ng as observed at Inland High. The result was that 
even though Kazi was known to be the schoo 1 head, he was not seen by 
teachers to be in effective control of the school's management. 
Evidence of Kazi's lack of overall control over school affa1rs was 1n 
fact, provided by him in that whenever he was asked to give his 
opinion or to supply information on school factors such as; students' 
discipline, school societies and clubs, or examinations, he would 
almost always call in a particular teacher, explaining, 'She or he is 
our expert on ... that's the one to talk to'. 

S1m1larly, wh1le Valley H1gh had all the usual school paraphernal1a of 
structural units, duties, activities and routines, many such units only 
existed on paper, since there was little or no exchange of information 
among them. Structural units and duties were more often talked about 
because they concerned activ1t1es that are expected to be found 1n any 
school than because they fulf1lled a spec1f1c purpose 1n th1s 
particular school. 

Summnry 

It 1s ev1dent from the foregoing d1scussion that wh1 le the heads of 
the two schools regarded academ1c ach1evement as the most 
1mportant goal of a secondary educat1on, the head at Inland High, 
regarded the acqu1s1t1on of soc1al goals as 1ntlmately ltnked to 
academ1c work. Consequently, the two school heads actualized the 
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goals of a secondary education through different conceptions of 
management and act iv it ies. At Valley High School, Kazi had inst al led 
a management style that gave teachers public acknowledgement and 
praise for their work. Kazi had delegated the academically 1mportant 
administrative duties to other teachers so that he need not 'stick 
around' most of the school day. Kazi's conception of good school 
management for academic work can therefore, be said to have 
encompassed the concept of division of labour between himself, 
teachers and students. However, since r,e seemed to regard non
classroom administrative aspects and duties as peripheral to the 
central goal of academic achievement, he automatically allocated 
such duties without ascertaining that there would be a proper 
mechanism through which to assess and evaluate their goals and 
achievements. 

At Inland High School however, Somo had a clear and elaborate 
conception of Hie goals of a secondary educat1on wh1ch encompassed 
both high academic achievement as well as various social goals such 
that communication patterns, routines and bellwork were employed to 
implement these four major goals. Management duties were delegated 
and distributed among various personnel to economize on 'mind and 
energy' and some duties were assigned to students taking Into account 
their developmental level. In this respect, intellectual developmental 
discontinuities and levels were carefully attended to for Juniors and 
Sen1ors In terms of le1sure time and academ1c work load, even thougr1 
attention to students' physical development In terms of allocation of 
manual labour, was less obvious. In addition, the seniority system 
w1th Its corespondent allocat1on of privileges according to whether 
or not a student belonged to the prefectship system, all re-affirmed 
to students the presence of leaders in their community, while at the 
same time, underscoring the d1sproport1onate availability of mater1al 
resources and soc1al status to all part1c1pants 1n ·community l1fe'. 

Three other concepts regarding good school management can be seen 
to have been further elaborated by Somo. F1rst, the encouragement of 
non-expert staff to 1nvolve themselves in the 'comprehensive 
training' of students in sports and clubs, underscored latent conflicts 
between teachers and management in being asked to do work 
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that teachers regarded as beyond their own subject expertise. What 
Somo was advocating was that while teachers had to be experts in 
class they also had to be determined leaders outside. A second 
concept concerned use of common sense. Even though Somo had 
written no specific document to teachers on their use of common 
sense, he often 1mp11ed that many teachers often fa11ed to use 1t -
necessitating persuas10:1, pushing, compromise and ordering around. ,A. 
third concept concerned combining in a single framework, the 
evaluation of student academic and social achievements on a daily and 
term basis. This once again re-affirmed the purpose of comprehensive 
training and the overall goals of education that Somo saw as crucial 
to good school management. The next two chapters discuss how 
teachers perceived their roles within these management frameworks. 
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Chapter 2 

THE ROLE OF TEACHERS IN MANAGING EDUCATION 

The foregoing discussion has shown that the two school heads, Somo 
and Kazi, regarded teachers as key participants in various aspects of 
school management. At both schoo 1 s, teachers were expected to share 
in the numerous duties of supervision in a boarding school as well as 
to take part 1n extra-curr1cular activ1t1es. At Inland High, the school 
head emphasized the need for all teachers to actually participate 1n 
all duties and respons1bl1ties which are part of the comprehensive 
training program for students. At Valley High however, Kazi 
eMphasized mainly those teacher roles that had direct bearing on the 
school's academic program. In th1s chapter, the perceptions of 
teachers at Inland High are discussed. 

The documents written by Somo and ref erred to in Chapter 1, 
indicated that there were conflicts on the 1ssue of teacher 
participation in activities of the comprehensive training program. 
Teachers at Inland High were easily access1ble to a researcher since 
most of them tended to spend their non-class periods in the 
staffroom, and were willing to discuss openly their perceptions of 
the school's management. In addition, staff had a very strong tradition 
of attending the daily 15 minutes' tea-break where all aspects of the 
school were discussed and debated. 

Teacher Perceptions of Style of Mnnngement 

All teachers were unan1mous in their belief that Somo was a very 
good school administrator so there were no complaints that the head 
was not doing enough of his own work. This does not mean that 
teachers did not see elements of weakness in the system but overall, 
they emphasized the strengths of management. They attributed much 
of the school's ab1l1ty to run smoothly to two factors, namely; the 
head's participation in almost all the management duties which other 
school personnel were asked to undertake; and the head's recognition 
of the important teacher role in managing the school. The teacher 
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evaluation of Somo's management qual1t1es as manager, organizer and 
planner are given in Chart 2. 

On the positive side, Somo's constant presence in the school as a 
mode 1 and an inspiration was valued by teachers; teach1ng and 
learn1ng processes were well organ1zed and co-ord1nated; and teacher 
opinions were frequently sought on all issues. Resources were 
clearly allocated particularly, in terms of money available to each 
department to purchase items such as consumables, books, and new 
equipment; and there was forward plarnmg for all activities so that 
teachers could sequence various activities and teaching tasks in order 
to meet important deadl 1nes. 

Chart 2: Inland H1gh Teacher Evaluat1on of Management 

aua11ty Good Poor 

a) Manager -Always present as -Always breathing down 
inspirational/model your neck 

-proper duty delegation 
-finances managed openly 

b) Organizer -Seeks teachers· opinions -Too many meetings 
-teaching-learning and -evaluation takes much 

evaluation well time 
co-ordinated -co-ordination based on 

tradition 

c) Planner -Forward looking -Teacher's time taken up 
-major activities of school in planning for subjects 
and learning dealt with in and departments 
good time 
-resource allocation clear 

On the negat 1ve s 1 de, teachers stated that there were a 1 toge Hier too 
many activ1t1es in which both the head and teachers were involved in 
managing, co-ordinating and planning for the whole school. Teachers· 
feelings about their own involvement in management are elaborated 
in Chart 3. 
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Chart 3: Inland H1gh Teacher Involvement in Management 

Pos1tive Feelings 

Teachers are assigned duties 
by head, so no need to make 
difficult decisions 

Teachers do not need special 
qualities to do any duty well 
since performance 1s conferr·ed 
by system not by individual 

Teachers have opportunity to 
contribute to decisions 

Teachers can always seek 
guidance from head since 
he is always present 

Negative Feeling 

Teachers cannot choose which duties 
to carry 

Little opportunity for teachers to 
be creative since everything runs like 
clockwork 

Little opportunity to change the way 
things are run 

Constant control and supervision by 
head 

Constant reference to the school's 
traditions makes many teachers 
feel as strangers in the school. 

Teachers were generally ambivalent in their feelings about their role 
in management. For instance, 13 (30.1 % of total staff) of the 42 
teachers felt that it was good that the overall management system 
had structured everything so strictly because then individual 
qualities did not have to come into play in controlling, determining 
and evaluating individual performance of duty. However, 9 (21.4% of 
total staff) of the 13 described the school as "boring since nothing 
out of the ordinary ever happens here." or the 29 (69.03 or total 
staff) teachers who felt that the comprehensive system of 
management was not good since it denied individual teachers the 
development and exercise of creativity, 11 (26.2% of total staff) said 
that many teachers were incapable of designing workable school 
management activities. Similarly, while 29 (69.0% of total staff) 
teachers felt satisfied that they had an opportunity to contribute 
their opinions to various decisions made in the school, 12 <28.6% of 
total staff) of them felt that even though they contributed to these 
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decisions, there was little chance of changing the way things were 
really done in the school. They in fact, considered their contribution 
to be mere window dressing. 

A Diversity of Management Practices 

One of the striking features of management at In land High was the 
w Ide diversity of management pract lees used by tr1e head, teachers 
and students on a daily basis to gather and disseminate information, 
regarding school personnel and activities. In other words, the 
structural divisions of labour among staff and students were also a 
communication system for both small group and whole school forums. 
Roll call is an example of the kind of co-ordination in which teachers 
were involved and serves to illustrate possible sources of teachers' 
complaints about "too much work". Chart 4 summarizes the main 
structural components, activities and the direction of flow of 
Information In various activities relating to the roll call of either 
staff or students. 

An informal roll call of students was first taken in their dormitories 
at 6.10 a.m. by the house prefects. If 1t was discovered that a student 
was sick, for example, the house master would be Informed who 
would in turn, inform the class teacher concerned. The class teacher 
would In turn, inform all staff at the daily 15 minutes' morning 
meeting at 7.35 a.m. The house roll call also served to ensure that all 
housework would be done because arrangements for subsitutes for 
students who were sick or absent could be made. The school's 
prefects would meet briefly during the 35 minutes devoted to 
housework, and then Inform the deputy head of school of any 
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Chart 4: Da11y Roll Call and Flow of Information 

11rride 
Announcemenb 
Ch11pel 
Clo"e' 
Cluti' 
Gome' 
Student Welfeire 

1mportant 1ssues they wished to brlng to the attention of staff. All 
students would then go for another roll call at 6.45 a. m., this time, 
conducted by the class monitor in the presence of the class teacher. 
This roll call gave students an opportunity to inform class-teachers 
about the class's progress on various assignments so that, 1f there 
were problems, the class teacher would Inform staff during the 
morning meeting. 

During subsequent chapel, prayers would be said for s1ck students 
and the who le schoo 1 community. The schoo 1 head would then proceed 
to the staff meeting at 7.35 a.m., where all information previously 
gathered by teachers and stude11ts, would be shared among the who le 
staff, and class teachers would answer any questions raised about 
specific classes. Every class teacher would 11st on the staff 
noticeboard the names of any sick students in his class, so that other 
teachers would know which students would be absent, who would 
come late for class, and who might not have done assignments and 
morning work due to sickness. Dur1ng this meeting, staff would also 
1nf orm the schoo 1 deputy of any announcements they wanted to make 
during students' parade. In this way, the schoo 1 head was informed as 
well as the number of speakers at parade kept to a minimum. 
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At 7.45 a.m. students would assemble for school roll call that 
preceded parade. All members of a house ( selected from all six class 
levels) would line up together, and ident1fy themselves as the1r 
names were read out by each senior rwuse prefect and as the other 
senlor rwuse prerects lnspected eacri student to make sure rie riad me 
correct uniform. Cases of sick students would be confirmed from the 
senior medical prefect's list. 

Two purposes were served by the roll call. First, roll call was not 
simply a technique to get students to be where they were expected to 
be on t1me, but it also collected information for teachers so that 
they could plan their daily activities such as class work, games and 
housework accordingly. Second, all staff were involved in various 
duties such as house masters, class teachers, duty masters, and they 
had to be with students at all times in order to assess the accuracy 
of gathered inform at ion and to disseminate their findings to the rest 
of the staff. Therefore, the daily staff morning meeting might be 
regarded as a form of roll call where once again, the senior staff- the 
deputy head, the dean of studies and the various heads of 
departments- all assessed the available teaching force for the day. 

Other school act1vities, namely, the academic program; evaluation of 
academic work; and students' participation in clubs and societies and 
games, chapel, and the school choir; each had information gathering 
and dissemination systems in place which were more complex than 
roll call, and demanded co-ordination, documentation, and 
presentation of results by teachers with1n very strict deadl1nes. For 
instance, 1n conducting the academic program, heads of departments 
had to co-ordinate with various personnel on a weekly basis 1n 
tackling issues such as tests, curr1culum sequencing, f1eld tr1ps and 
resources. Chart 5 represents a typical format for the science 
departments. 
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Chart 5: Co-ord1nat1on of Academic Program 1n a Sc1ence 
Department 

Tests 
Curriculum 
SeQuencing 
Field trips 
Resources 

Consequently, teachers who said that there was too much co
ordination (Incidentally no teacher suggested that there was too 
little) felt that a great deal of what the present procedures and 
activities achieved could be accomplished with fewer structures and 
less co-ordination. For instance, 19 (45.2% of total staff) teachers 
felt that since staff met every morn1ng, there was no need for a 
subsequent dally departmental meet lng. Teachers po1nted out tr1at 
there was generally, too much pushing from the head. "There ls a lot 
of work here. And the headmaster keeps push1ng you, somet 1rnes too 
much." Asked 1n what ways the school head pushed, a teacher rep11ed, 
"By himself joining the activities. For instance, he can go to conduct 
games, so that you feel also that you should be working. If he, the 
headmaster is doing it, why not youl". One teacher explained that, "If 
you are a new teacher It takes t1me to settle in this school. There are 
many things that happen here that do not happen ln other schools. 
Here you have got to get used to duty, teaching on Saturdays and the 
hard work here. For instance, students' practicals have to be marked 
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each week plus all student voluntary projects especially, for those in 
the examination class." 

However, no teacher at Inland High expressed the view that the 
management had skewed the school's goals in order to concentrate on 
e1U1er one rr.ajor goal or non-school goals. All teachers felt that the 
wide range of extra-class activ1ties which involved all students, 
contributed in fact, to students' total development of intellect and 
character. But ultimately, even those teachers who found the system 
"too much", agreed that the school head was a model, an 1nsp1rat1on 
and above all, humane. "He is very nice. He is very understandlng when 
you have a problem. He w111 be honest and tell you he cannot solve it if 
he can't. He w111 tell you 11walimu(teacher> I can't solve that one. But 
whenever you have someth1ng to say, he w111 11sten, even 1f 1t 1s to 
cr1ticize him". 

But were teacher complaints about "too much managing, co
ordinat 1on, and planning" really genuine? And were their contribution 
to decisions ignored? And, was tradition so entrenched at Inland High 
as to prevent the introduction of change? Before attempting to 
answer these questions, it will be instructive to examine other 
teaaiers' perceptions of the style of management practiced at Valley 
High Schoo I. 
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Chapter 3 

MANAGING BY PROXY 

The goals for a secondary school education and the management style 
of Mr Kazi, head of Valley High School, were described in Chapter I. 
First it was pointed out that Kazi's most important goal for a 
secondary school education was to ensure that students achieved h1gh 
academic performance in public examinations. In pursuit of this goal, 
Kazi constantly praised teachers for their good work and also 
encouraged students to match teacher efforts by studying hard. 
Second, it was pointed out that Kazi had delegated not only the 
academically important administrative duties but also other 
responsibilities to teachers so that the school would continue to run 
smoothly during his frequent and pro longed absences. What were 
teacher percept ions and responses to this management style? 

T encher Concepts of Mnnngement 

A characteristic of teacher perceptions of school management at 
Valley High was the polar1zation of opinions between those teachers 
who considered management as "non-existent" and those who were not 
really concerned. Chart 6 summarizes teacher percept ions of the 
head's management qualities. 
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Chart 6: Va11ey High Teacher Perceptions of Management 

aual1ty Good 

a) Manager -Often absent. so does not 
interfere with teachers· 
business 

-stingy with money 

b) Organizer -Head plans for whole 
school, so teachers are free 
to organize academic work 

-head does clatter teachers· 
timetable. Head evaluates 
only academic work 

c) Planner -Has instituted many new 
programs into curriculum 

-when teachers suggest new 
ideas, head leaves teachers 
to do implementation with 
little Interference 

Poor 

-Frequent absence means no 
adminlslration, does not know 
what is going on 

-Does not organize anything 
so excess delegation with little 
work left for head 

-does not bother to evaluate 
teachers' work except 
teaching 

-Comes up with unworkable 
ideas and unable lo develop 
school's physical facilities 

-new ideas not properly 
Implemented, so they Quickly 
collapse 

On one hand, most teachers considered the head's constant absence 
from school, as a good managerial strategy since this curtailed his 
Interference in individual teacher's work, and enabled teachers to 
plan work relevant to teaching, instead of spending some of the t1me 
on planning for non-class activities. Moreover, while the head 
instituted many new curriculum ideas and programs, he did not 
apparently have the hab1t of "taking over" 1deas in1t1ated by teachers. 
Instead, he left each teacher to develop ideas 1ndependently, to 
maturity. 

On the other hand, other teachers complained about various poor 
aspects of the heads's management style which also centered around 
1ssues of h1s constant absence from school. Teachers compla1ned that 
the head had excess1ve ly de legated dut1es so that he had no work left 
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to do, and could therefore, absent himself from school. He was said to 
have little knowledge of what was really going on and therefore, 
could not meet such teacher needs as providing money for resources 
and evaluating their non-teaching work. He was sa1d to have a narrow 
view of school goals so that he did not bother to assess student non
class work. The practice of "not taking over" ideas initiated by 
teachers was seen as a strategy in the service of the head's constant 
absence from school, so that teachers might do all the planning and 
implementation of new ideas. Teachers regarded the head's 
mnovat ions m curriculum programs as unnecessary and saw absence 
of developement in the school's physical facilities as due to the 
head's lack of organizational ability and 1magination. As wlll be 
d1scussed later, the issues of the school's phys1cal development and 
new curr1culum programs were sources of latent con fl 1ct between 
many teachers and the head. Elements of such conflict are evident 
from Chart 7 which summarizes teachers' pos1t ive and negat lve 
feelings with regard to their involvement in school management. 
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Chart 7: Valley High Teacher Involvement 1n Management 

Pos1t1ve Feel1ngs 

-Head prescribe duties loosely, so 
teachers wilh initiative can 
create and assume duties as 
desired 

-If a teacher does not want to be 
overloaded with duties, he can 
ref use to give ideas 

-Teachers and students can 
ignore non-academic duties 
without reprimand 

-If a teacher is a fighter, he will 
get enough reources for his 
subject 

-A teacher can focus all his 
attention on academic work 

Negat1ve Feel1ngs 

-Waste of time by teachers 
due lo amalgamation of unclear 
duty boundaries 

-People with good ideas who 
fear being overloaded decide 
to remain Quiet 

-Teachers can escape duty 
by deliberate inefficiency 

-Teachers made to feel helpless 
by lobbying and unfair 
allocation of resources 

-Teachers are really unsure of 
students' discipline since all 
development of social aspects 
is ignored 

It is clear that many of the positive feellngs teachers had about their 
involvement in school management were in fact, due either to non
involvement or diminished involvement or negligence of duties 
assigned to them. Of 25 (65.8% of total staff) teachers interviewed, 
only 12 (31.6roof total staff) teachers consistently expressed 
negative fee11ngs. Thls 1s not to say that the major1ty of teachers 
saw the head as a sk1lled admlnlstrator. On the contrary, 24 of the 
25 teachers interviewed stated that the head was a "bad headmaster". 
But in analyzing their involvement in management, only half of the 
teachers expressed negative feelings. Why? 
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The teachers who expressed negative feelings tended to view the 
goals of schooling as a process for achieving academic and social 
objectives while other teachers, just like the head, focused only on 
Hie academic goals of schooling. A characteristic of teacher duties at 
Valley High was that each teacher more or less defined his duties, 
making it extremely hard to co-ordinate communication and action. 
Similarly, although at least 51 students were involved in school 
management, with the exception of the school captain and his deputy, 
the food prefect and the various sports prefects, the duties of other 
prefects were amorphous and easily ignored. For example, roll call 
which at Inland High had been observed to serve various purposes, at 
Valley High was merely a job for students who were class monitors. 
Once roll call was completed at the beg1nn1ng of the f1rst lesson of 
the day, the mon1tor m1ght report h1s f1nd1ngs to the class-teacher. If 
the class-teacher wished, he might report any sick students to the 
duty master. But if none of these actions were taken many teachers 
would neither take notice nor complain 

If an activity enabled academic work to be done, even 1f 1ts or1g1nal 
intentions had been to support another goal, many teachers generally, 
minimized the effect of non-ach1evement of the orig1nal goal. The 
manner in which the Boys Development Program (BPD) and school 
sports were conducted, clearly illustrated most teachers· emphasis 
on academic work, to the total exclusion of other schooling goals. The 
original goal of BPD was to use increasing physical strength of 
students and academic knowledge in biology, agriculture, industrial 
education and other formal subjects, in order to 1mprove the1r 
physical environment. The school head instructed that: 

1. All teachers resident on the school campus ( 20 out of 38) were to 
participate in the program so that they could teach and demonstrate 
to students manual skills useful 1n daily living. 

2. The extens1ve school land and grounds were to be utilized by sett1ng up 
income generating activities such as poultry keeping, pig rearing, cattle 
keeping; and other activ1ties such as clearing bushes, plant1ng tree
nurseries, planting trees and planting and watering flower beds and 
gardens. 

3. On two evenings every week, (5.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.), students would be 
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assigned to various groups to work on one of these activities. 
Assignment was to be rotational through all activities by each 
student, every term. 

The success of the program depended on proper co-ordination of all 
groups and availability of tools and materials. Animals had been 
acquired as well as some basic equipment and seedlings for the tree 
nurseries. At Valley High, there was a long standing rule which 
required every new student to bring with him a rioe and a grass 
slasher or Jembe. When this research began 1n late 1982, the BDP 
was, according to one teacher, "limping badly". By mid 1984, 
according to the same teacher, "it has more or less bled to death". All 
teachers agreed that the BDP had suffered from poor co-ordination 
and lack of tools and equipment. Asked what effect the collapse of 
the program would have on the school's goals, teachers gave various 
reactions, typical examples of which are given by the four responses 
from teachers of history, physics, biology and language respectively: 

1. "Quite honestly, I think it is too much to expect me to ~l with 
chickens with authority when I really know nothing about it. 
I think it is one thing to teach students the daily applications of 
concepts they learn in class, and another thing to expect us all to 
run around the whole compound demonstrating to students how 
history, mathematics, geography, religion apply to raising chickens." 

2. "Ah, there is no problem. The boys are not ooing those nonsensical 
act1v1t1es. They are using the time much more wisely. They are 
raooing what they know they will need for their exams." 

3. "The idea was an exaooerated farce in the first pl~. I am glad we 
are back where our students' energy should be, in ac000mics and 
sport. That I have no quarrel with." 

4. "May be the students will not learn how to oo some of these th1ngs. 
But I always wonder whether if a stuoont was interested enough, 
he wouldn't find out the right way of ooing something anyway! 
Anyweiy, I happen to th1nk that we should concentrate on what we 
know how to oo best here and let others to oo the1r part." 

The follow1ng response was given by one of the 12 teachers who had 
expressed negative feeling about the1r involvement in school 
management. 
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"Of course the program has fa1 led. The chap we educate here should 
be able to see how school puts into practice what lt preaches. The two 
thmgs are different and they should be oone at different times but in 
the same env1ronment. Of course, now that we don't have the tools there 
is nothing we can do. But that 00es not mean that the idea is wrong." 

There were at least, five factors causing conflict among teachers 
with regard to the BDP. First, some teachers felt that they were not 
qualified to undertake the various act1v1ties 1n the program. But 
underlying this factor was the feeling that a number of these 
activities were not the work of teachers, " ... 1t ls one thing to teach 
the application of concepts to daily life, its another to expect us all 
run around the who le compound demonstrat ing ... how ... hlstory applies 
to ra1s1ng chicken." Second, some teachers felt that the BOP actlvlty 
had taken up time which would be better used for academic learning. 
As a result, in failing to carry out BOP activities, teachers felt that 
students had correctly used the time to read. Teachers felt relieved 
that the irrelevant detour was over since students' concentration was 
back on academic work and sports. Third, it was quite evident that the 
rationale for instituting the program had not been accepted by all 
teachers, some of whom regarded it as " an exaggerated farce in the 
first place". Fourth, some teachers 1mpl1ed that by 1ts failure to bring 
co-ordination to the program and to provide the too ls for the various 
activities, school management had finally seen the light, and allowed 
teachers and students to concentrate on the important academic work. 

However, other teachers thought exactly the opposite, be l 1ev1ng that 
the program was relevant to education and that school was the right 
environment for these sorts of activities, precisely, because that's 
where "they are preached". This latter group saw the collapse of the 
program as yet another example ln a serles or events all or whlch 
were evidence of management's ineptitude to plan, co-ordinate and 
support an idea of importance. As one of these teachers stated, "If 
you come up with a good 1dea like that, the next thing to do ls to be 
sure that you can plan for it. As 1t is here, we simply matched 
student's names to those of teachers, pinned the llst on the board and 
left the rest of the program to take its desired course." 
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Fifth, some teachers had not been initially convinced that the BPD 
would succeed, where similar programs had previously failed and 
unfortunately, subsequent events and the self-fulfilling prophecies by 
the same teachers, had proved the critics of the program correct. The 
collapse of the program was unfortunate - because apparently, 
students were 1nterested 1n the program and had not 1n1t lally v1ewed 
it as "out of place" in a school's academic environment. One teacher 
haa exp la1ned: 

"The first, second and third time you can~ and meet the boys, initially, 
they show interest. But since there are no tools, soon they lose the interest, 
because it seems like a waste of time ~Ing to the various locations. 
Progressively, the students develop the attitude where they in fact, come 
t.o see the lack of Jem/Jes and footballs, and water1ng cans as a positive 
thing. Because then, they can go and read or revise their ~mic work. 
By the fourth time, you are tired of explaining to students the lack of 
equipment. On the fifth time, you feel relieved when sturents oon't 
show up at all." 

The example of the BOP showed that teachers and students had recast 
and refocused other school goals in the light of the most desirable 
goal - academic achievement. Even dissenting teachers admitted that 
high academ1c achievement was "the only way to make 1t here". 
Consequently, 1f management act1on resulted in the support of 
progress towards achieving academic goals, even if that had not been 
1ts original 1ntention, then the majority of teachers supported that 
act1on. Teachers agreed that the lack of proper co-ordination had 
contributed to the collapse of the BPD program. But few disapproved 
of the fact that failure of the program had "spared lost t1me" which 
enabled students to undertake academ1c work. 

Devolution nnd Assumption of Duties 

As shown 1n Chart 6, teachers could e1ther be asslgned dut1es by the 
head, they could ask the head for a spec1f1c duty or they could create 
and assume a particular duty. The manner 1n which dut1es were 
assigned presented another source of conflict between the head and 
teachers and among teachers. The loosely prescribed dut1es had led to 
a situation where the boundaries and descriptions of various duties 
were poorly defined leading 1n turn, to e1ther a teacher 1gnoring his 
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duty or taking on activities belonging to otrier dut1es, and comb1n1ng 
them, in an effort to redefine his duty. Chart 8 contrasts the official 
duties of various school personnel as stated in the schools' 
regulations and what was actually done by personnel in performing 
various duties. 

Chart 8: Act1vit1es and Functions 1n Various School Duties 
(Duties Ignored are Italicized) 

Off1c1al Functions 

School Head: Overall manager; 
manOt}ing external 8ffairs; 
administer finances; tiJ.31 w1tli 
811 schaJI discipline 

Deputy School Head: Internal 
management; timet8bling. 
ex8min8tions,· collection of 
schemes of work; sturiJnts · 
counselling on tc!KiJm le work 

Academ1c Dean: Interpreting for 
students regulations for pub 1 ic 
exam1nat1ons; keeping students' 
academ 1c records 

career Master: Oevlslng8ndcompfling 
st1.1ciJnts '8C8f1Jm ic 8nd sx18I records; 
career counselling,· helping stuci?nts to 
know 8bo1.1t /J ig/Jer ed1.1cot iOfJ 
lnst!lutions 

Deans of D1sc1p11ne: Oetll w!lh 811 
cltJSs discipline problems beyond 
fndfv fdu81tta:her's8uthor fty 

Actual Functions 

Administer finances; deal 
only w1th suspens1on of 
students from school 

Management of school's 
external affairs; deal with 
major students' disc1pl1ne 
prob lams except suspension 

Interpreting examination 
regulations; keeping students' 
academ1c records; academic 
counselling; timetabllng; 
devising and compiling all 
students' records; compiling 
all schemes of work; 
examinations; internal 
management 

Distribute to students 
forms for application for 
admission to higher education 

Checking students' un1form 

Cont intJed 
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Official Functions 

Committee for BOP: Organ1ze, 
co-ordinate and implement pra;rllfl7; 
mentKJ!3 scllml grounds 

Duty Master: S11pervise prep time, 
ond morning c/Jores 

Teachers : /Jeal wlt/J minor discipline 
prob /ems d11r ing c/oss 

Actual Funct tons 

Make 11st of teachers and 
students in each group; 
assign activities anr1 put on 
noticeDoards; assign 
supervision of groups 

Sit in steff room and check on 
students only when problem 1s 
reported 

Send all d1sc1p l 1ne problems to 
ooputy head of school 

It is evident that while the deputy head of schoo 1 and the academic 
dean had re-al located to themse Ives a number of other staff duties, 
the other teachers had ignored several aspects of their duties. Three 
consequences of this re-allocation of duties by individual staff were 
observed. First, teachers who felt strongly that their role In the 
schoo 1 extended beyond classroom teaching became overburned with 
duties. The extreme cases were the academic dean and deputy head of 
school who together bore the largest proportion of school duties. 
Second, there was no overall mechanism through which all structural 
units, responsibi I it ies and duties could be channeled to organize both 
communlcatlon and actlon toward a common goal. Tn1rd, tr1e 
exceptional efficiency of the academic dean, who riad served ln the 
schoo 1 for over 1 O years, and tr1e non-rotation of teachers' dut les had 
led the majority of teachers to believe that the school tiead was 
dispensable; that duty co-ordination was unimportant; that the single 
minded concentration of both teachers and students should be on 
academic work; and that all other school goals can almost totally be 
disregarded. 

Yet the co-ordination of all duties and responsibilities would not have 
been imposs1b1e because two d1fferent but eff1c1ent mode1s of both 
action and communication actually existed 1n the school, namely, In 
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the food department and in the academic program. In the former, the 
co-ordination mechanism ensured that funds were always avai I able 
for the purchase off ood; that complaints about food from the student 
body would be passed on to the food committee, the food prefect, the 
caterers, the bursar, the deputy head and the head and would be 
dealtw~th promptly; and that fooj sub5titutes desired by students, 
within reason, would always be provided. Attention to the food 
department is given in all schools, since it is generally believed that 
students' dissatisfaction with food <and uniforms) are frequent 
precipitants of strikes At Valley High, however, there seemed to be 
an extremely efficient school-wide mechanism to deal with the issue. 

Work of the Academic Denn 

How did the school co-ordinate the academic program so that 
students could consistently achieve high performance on public 
examinations, particularly in view of the fact that at Valley High, all 
physical, material and learning resources were scarce, and those that 
existed continued to deteriorate throughout the research project? 
Even though the schoo I head was frequently absent from schoo I, he 
was very aware that his school was performing well and that it had in 
fact improved tremendously since 1976. Teachers had explained that 
this dramatic improvement in achievement had generally coincided 
with the appointment of the current academic dean, which also had 
coincided, in the opinion of most teachers, with the beginning of the 
physical deterioration of the school plant. It appears that when the 
academic dean had been appointed, he had prescribed for h1mself 
duties that he thought necessary to his task. Specifically, he had set 
up a system which included six elements: 

1. A record keep1ng system of students' term ach1evements. 

2. A report card that not only showed the marks obtained by each 
stuoont in each subject, but also hoo serious and factual comments 
from each subject teacher, the class teacher and a comment about 
overall performance by the ~mic ooan. 

3. A system whereby stuoonts' report cards were "tailed" and 
"bottomed" -putting in names, age, class, etc. - early during the 
term to ease the time buroon on subject and class teachers at the 
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end of each term, a burden the dean thought discouraged teachers 
from making useful and analytic comments on each report in 
order to give students meaningful feedback. 

4. A mechanism to interpret the public examinations· regulat10ns, 
right from form 1, regarding what requirements students had to meet in 
order to obtain a first class certificate at form 4, and what combination of 
subjects were offered at "A" level in most good schools and what 
combinat10n of sub)ects students would need to study in order to 
enter 1nto var1ous profess1onal and degree programs. 

5. A personal effort to know each and every student In turn, students had 
learned that the academic dean was a fountain of ideas, advice and 
encouragement. The net result was that he became the major 
counsellor of all students on academic matters and discipline in so 
far as this related to academ1c ach1evement. Moreover, the dean 
constantly gave teachers feedback about student academic needs 
so that teachers regarded him as a useful source of acMce. 

6. A mechanism to co-ordinate some of the school' smock 
examinations with other good schools in the country. 

It would appear, that 1n the belief that the evaluative and record 
keeping infrasturcture supportive of academic goals had been properly 
organized by the dean, the school head and teachers had dec1ded not to 
tamper with the system. Instead, they supported and augmented the 
system by their committment to academic work. They undertook four 
main activities namely: submitting regularly to the dean, all class 
tests' results; improvising as much as possible students' reading and 
class practical work; debat1ng as ften as possible among themselves 
(part1cularly, among teachers of the same subject>, on how to teach 
and evaluate various sections of the syllabus; and generally, using 
available time to improvise learning resources and prepare lessons. In 
this manner, academic work was effeciently organized and co
ordinated. It is however, instructive to study an example of an area 
where there was severe lack of co-ordination because it underscores, 
perhaps definitively, the high price of management by proxy. 
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Of Chnirs nnd Desks 

As stated earlier, the appointment of the academic dean in 1976 was 
generally regarded by teachers to have coincided with the beginning 
of the physical deterioration of the school plant. The teacher w~10 was 
academic dean during this research, had been responsible for school 
furniture prior to 1976, and had also assigned rilmself the duty of 
plant supervisor. For instance) he had devised a sy:item where eacr1 
desk and chair was not only marted with the name of tr1e school Dut 
also numbered. T~.e teacher maintained a record of trie number of trie 
chair and desk assigned to each student. Whenever a chair was 
broken, he asked the student for an explanation of the breakage. If 
he was satisfied that the chair had been broken accidentally, the 
school would pay for the repair. If he ascertained that the student 
had been careless, the cost of repair would be charged to the student. 
When the teacher became academic dean, a new system was 
implemented, namely, no one was responsible for schoo 1 furniture. 

The general condition of furniture at Valley High was an instructive 
example of the school's physical deterioration. During the research 
period, an inventory of furniture in the staffroom, two biology 
laboratories and one classroom was conducted on three occasions in 
March 1983, June 1984 and November 1984. It was possible to obtain 
an estimate of the number of chairs and desks in each of the rooms in 
1976. The student desk and chair were each made of a metal frame 
with a wooden top or seat. Whenever a desk or chair broke, normally 
the top or seat might disappear, but the metal frame would be stacked 
at the back of each classroom in the hope of repair at some future 
date. It was therefore possible to count the broken furniture over 
time. Table 2 shows the results of this inventory. 
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Table 2: The State of Furn1ture at Valley H1gh School 

Furniture Good Poor Broken Date 
1976 

Desks - 40 26 8 6 March 1983 
21 9 10 June 1984 
8 19 13 Nov 1984 

Chairs- 40 21 12 7 March 1983 
15 15 10 June 1984 
12 15 13 Nov 1984* 

Lab -80 48 3 3 March 1983 
Stools 24 14 18 June 1984 

17 24 16 Nov 1984 

*By the end of the research in May 1985, 2 students in form 1 were sharing each desk, 
most sat on cardboard pieces or other improvised wooden pieces and often slid off these and 
fell during lessons causing laughter. 

Observing students, on Saturdays, washing floors of classrooms and 
moving furniture around was a dramatic lesson on how to leave a 
school without classroom furniture. Essentially two or three 
students would be responsible for washing a classroom floor. They 
would lift the desks out of the classroom and pile them, one on top of 
the other, on the grass outside. They wold then throw the chairs out, 
piling them on top of the desks. (Incidentally one of the reasons for 
throwing the chairs from the doorway to the grass was because 
another set of boys would be 'washing· -in reality splashing water
the verandah and this group would not allow anyone to walk across 
the verandah before it was dry.) The students who were clean1ng the 
classroom floor would then splash water, without soap, all over the 
floor- not too much otherwise, they would have to scoop it up with 
their hands or wait the whole day for it to dry, since there were no 
mops - and then swept the water around the who le area, using a 
broom made of leaves. This done, they would throw the furniture back 
into the room -- never mind where it landed. The whole operation 
lasted no more than 10m1nutes. Meanwhl le, the teacher on duty would 
be seated in the staffroom marking students' exercise books. 
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Physical deterioration was observed in almost all other school 
facilities. For instance, the grass on the compound was rarely cut, 
many of the glass windows were broken, the roof of the dining hall 
leaked, Jockers had no doors, many machines in the workshop needed 
major repair=· and laboratories were permeated by an excruciating 
stench emanating from the rabbits and rats bred in car,es and kept 
inside the laboratory - a practice contrary to reju13tions that require 
these animal cages to be outside the laboratory. Students often 
presented a spectacle of uniform transf ormat1ons - having used all 
colours of buttons on originally white shirts, an assortment of blue 
sweaters with holes from cuff to elbow, all manner and colour of 
shoes, and unhemmed shorts and trousers. Yet all these 1rregular1t1es 
were strictly forbidden by a not1ce dated 1975 wh1ch hung on three 
major public noticeboards. 

What were teachers reactions to this physical deterioration? A 
teacher with a characteristic and eloquent sense of caustic humour, 
summarized his sentiments on the issue this way: 

"You will be d1smayed 1f I tell you that we oon't actually see ourselves as all that 
untidy. In all history, famillarityhasalwaysbradcontempt. But here, it only 
breeds unt1d1ness". 

Almost all teachers explained that they 1gnored 'these minor 
problems'. Asked whether or not they had brought the broken furniture 
to the head's attention, a teacher replied, 

"This is not a problem that has come up this year. Last year it was the same. 
The year before that 1t was the same story. You reach a stage where 
you define your individual goals. The solution is simple. You sit oown and 
do your work. You are officially here to teach so you concentrate on 
teaching and forget about the rest. Fortunately, here the boys will not let 
you oown 1n class. That 1s the consolation." 

Teachers who had expressed dismay about the school's disregard of 
the social goals in educating boys, all had similar sentiments and 
none of them wanted to transfer out of the school. Summarizing what 
seemed to be the general belief among all teachers, a mathemat1cs 
teacher said, 
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"You see there are some teachers here who th1nk the headmaster 1s 
very good. He does not appear that often. He doesn't interfere into 
your business of teaching. This g1ves a certain degree of l1beralism 
to each teacher top lan and teach the weiy he wishes. Even those 
of us who feel that the headmaster found everything here but he 
has failed to maintain it, admit thot much of whot we see is not 
affectil"fg us directi1- like lack of hoes, lack of game facilities, the 
tall grass around, the dirty compound, students with unkempt hair 
and lost buttons on shirts- such things do not affect us that much, 
as long as we have a certa·n type of student who is easily motivated. 
When you consider all that, you think twice before you ask for a 
transfer. You say, let me hang on. Let me continue working hard, 
one day we will get somebody whom we give ideas and he is ready to 
work - if we are lucky". 

The teachers' fine tuning of both personal and the school's goals was 
highly dependent on the school's capacity to attract a certain type of 
student. Valley High, as one of the few national schools, had no 
problem 1n gett tng such a student. And even though the recently 
implemented quota system of selecting students from all districts of 
Kenya to such schools had brought in a few students with less than 
the best possible grade, teachers were not worried. They regarded 
such students as a challenge which would force adapt to adapt their 
teaching methods. Teachers therefore, continued to focus their 
attention on academic work and classroom teaching in disregard of 
other goals. Probably summarizing the whole school's sentimer.ts. the 
academic dean had sa 1 d, 

"A long time ago, we asked ourselves the question: Which is better - beauty or 
academic achievement? We voted academic." 

Summary 

This chapter has presented data from Valley H1gh 1n order to prov1de 
background for tac kl Ing quest Ions posed at the end of Chapter 2 
regarding complaints by teachers at Inland High, of too much co
ordination. Data from Valley H1gh has suggested that: first, even 
though official co-ordination was absent with regard to many non
academic act 1V1t1es, co-ordlnat 1on of acaaem1c work., althoug~i 
originally Implemented by one teacher, had 1n fact been 
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institutionalized and was recognized to be an integral part of the 
school's total academic program. Second, because co-ordination was 
carried out by only a few staff members, these teachers felt 
overburdened in comparison to the rest of the staff. Third, lack of co
ordinat1on in other aspects of the school's life appeared to have 
resulted in a narrowing of the goals of a secondary education and to 
have encouraged the deterioration of the physic a 1 f aci lit ies that 
supported academic work. Fourth, 1t would appear that disregard of 
the social goals in the school had so blunted both teachers· and 
students desire to work and live in an improveo environrrent that the 
majority had ceased not only to care, but also to believe that such an 
environment was necessary. In the fo I lowing chapter, the complaints 
of teachers from the two schools are contrasted 1n an attempt to 
assess their validity within the context of each school. 
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Chapter 4 

FREEDOM AND CONTROL IN SCHOOL 
ENVIRONMENTS 

Presented in this chapter are data on teacher bel1efs and perceptions 
1n an attempt to identify the basis for teacher complaints about their 
1nvolvement 1n various aspects of school management. For instance: 
what lay beh1nd assert1ons by teachers at Valley H1gh that: the school 
runs better in the absence of the school head than in his presence; and 
that 1f the head of school been constantly present 1n the school, there 
would have been chaos? And how valid was the cla1m by teachers at 
Inland High, that their contr1bution to decisions was totally ignored? 
And was tradition so entrenched at Inland H1gh as to prevent the 
introduction of change? 

T encher Expectations and Contro 1 

Teacher complaints about the above ment1oned factors were probably 
ev1dence of inherent contrad1ctions between the school goals and the 
means prescr1bed to achieve such goals. But such complaints and 
contrad1ct1ons were also 1nherent 1n the goals of the total 
educat1onal sytem beyond part1cular schools. Ult1mately, 
teachercompla1nts concerned the degree to wh1ch teachers felt that 
they had control over the1r work env1ronment 1n 1ts total1ty. 
Summaries of teachers' positive and negat1ve feel1ngs about their 
involvement 1n management revealed that on one hand, teachers at 
Inland H1gh, were concerned about a head who constantly breathed 
down the1r necks; left them 11ttle 1nd1v1dual 11berty to plan the1r 
curr1culums; conscr1pted teachers for extra-curr1cular act1v1t1es 
dur1ng the1r so-called free t1me; requ1red them to be experts 1n all 
aspects of school 11fe; and demanded that they be leaders, managers, 
organ1zers and planners, when teachers would have pref erred to be 
lead, managed, organized and g1ven ready made plans. On the other 
hand, some teachers at Valley H1gh were concerned about an absentee 
head who seemed to manage by proxy. What d1d teacher perceptions 
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reveal about their contra I of the environments in which they worked? 
And what did this control imply in terms of achievement of the school 
goals? 

At Inland High, there was a group of teachers who saw the head's 
constant presence and supervis1on of all school activ1ty, as 
overbearing, and as a mechanism to impose control over teachers both 
through the direct 1nstrument of stated rules of act ion, and by a 
subtle form of coercion through "model I ing". This, many teachers had 
pointed out, significantly reduced the1r freedom and made them feel 
11ke "mere sen1ors to the students". Moreover, s1nce teachers had to 
work w1thin a comprehens1vely co-ord1nated system, many felt that 
the1r own creat1v1ty and personal growth had been stunted by the1r 
1nab1I1ty to try out new 1deas and learn from the1r own ml stakes. 

Yet for all teachers at Inland H1gh, the Idea of a head of school who 
would be frequently absent from school was unthinkable. This was 
beautifully dramatized when Somo was transferred from the school at 
the end of 1984. When the new head arr1ved, he spent a great deal of 
time 1n h1s off1ce and rarely partic1pated 1n the trad1t1onal tea break 
wh1ch Somo had made a dally ritual. One teacher thought the new head 
had absented h1mse If too often from schoo I and commented, 

"Even though he can't change much here, 1f he~ not pull himself from h1s cE5k, 
we are ~ing to have chaos. He ooas not attend tea. He ts t1m1d. He ooas not teach, 
and he uses the sl1ghtest opportunity to run 8Wf!Y from the school. That's not what 
In land High needs. We need a headmaster who is there, on a day to day basts". 

If teachers had really felt controlled by the former head's constant 
presence 1n the school and his participation 1n all activ1tles, why did 
they feel that the school's stabil1ty was threatened by a new head's 
frequent absence and non-part1c1pat1on 1n some of trad1t1onal school 
activ1ty, part1cularly since they believed that the new head would not 
be able to change much 1n the school? The reasons would seem to be 
suggested by teachers' feel1ng about the same 1ssue at Valley High. 

At Valley H1gh, a few teachers regarded any head's constant absence 
from a school as detrimental. But even these few teachers agreed 
w1th the rest of the staff, that in the case of Mr. Kazi, constant 
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absence was, 1n the f1nal analys1s, not as detrimental to the smooth 
running of the school as his occasional presence. Kaz1's constant 
absence was perceived as good prec1sely because 1t provided 
opportunity for teachers to plan, to concentrate on academic issues 
and to deal w1th student d1scip· ine. The head's absence was good 
because 1t 1ncreased each teacher's control over the management, 
organization and planning of his individual academic work -
something that teachers at Inland High said they were denied. The 
head's constant absence at Valley High still left all teachers in full 
control of the two elements they considered crucial in school life, the 
academic content and student disc1pl1ne in class, even though 1n 
reality, they did little about the latter. In th1s s1tuat1on, both those 
teachers who saw the head's constant absence as good and those who 
saw 1t as bad, d1d not feel controlled. In the f1nal analys1s, even those 
teachers who believed that it was professionally wrong for a head to 
be away from school for long periods, conceded that for this 
particular school head, absence was a more tolerable crime than 
constant presence. 

But as earlier explained, Mr Kazi did 11ttle co-ord1nat1on of act1v1ty 
whf·never he was in scriool. He simply praised the good work of 
teachers. Why d1d teachers des1re h1s total absence from school? Put 
differently, why did the teachers of two schools of h1gh academ1c 
performance feel exactly the oppos1te about the constant presence of 
the head in the school on a dally basis? The answer lay in what the 
two heads actually did when they were in schoo 1. 

At Valley H1gh, the head was regarded by teachers as a de-stab111z1ng 
factor 1n the smooth operation of the school because of at least, f1ve 
reasons. F1rst, the head was not generally cons1dered an eff1c1ent 
adm1n1strator by teachers. He was sa1d to be an 1nept co-ord1nator; 
h1s adv1se was rarely sought; and whenever he gave such adv1ce, 1t 
often turned out to be unworkable. The head was also sa1d to be a very 
poor judge of people. He apparently, put too much trust 1n people and 
wanted to g1ve each person a chance to redeem h1mself, w1th the 
result that he rarely apport1oned blame to anyone, not even to 
h1mself. At Valley H1gh, where there were amorphous boundar1es 
between respons1b111t1es and dut1es, 1t was already suff1c1ently 
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difficult to find anyone to blame If something did not work out. This 
situation was worsened further by the head's lnabll1ty to personally 
take responsibl I lty to blame anyone, even In those cases where he 
was definite of the identity of the culprits. Therefore, teachers 
considered him indecisive and regarded such indecisiven-?ss as due to 
a desire for undeserved reciprocity from teachers. The head therefore 
was not regarded as a model and an Inspiration, supportive of daily 
act ion. 

Second, although the head taught, he had only a very small number of 
Form 6 students (5-8 students out of a total population of 450) and 
his humanities subject was considered to be insignificant in a 
science or1ented school. He was believed to have little knowledge of 
the dynamics and problems of large junior classes, where resources 
were scarce. In discussing the head's lnabi I ity to provide resources 
for teaching large classes, a teacher had stated: 

"Two months 6'1l I went in for the 3rd time to ask for a little money to buy tape to 
repoir books, I ~t nothing. Two weeks lr1J, I told him we need new texts, 
he said nothing. Today I went in there to tell him all the textbooks are torn, 
but he suooested thot students should shore. If he tought o Jorge closs, he would 
know about the impossibility of sharing books which are alraooy in tatters". 

Third, the head was said to regularly come up with unworkable 
curriculum lnnovat Ions. A teacher had pointed out, 

"I oon't know what It Is I but quite often this char~ter [the haoo) ~ts this 
bizarre ur~. It Is a ritual I think, which satisfies some ooap personal appetite 
to be known. He 1ns1sts on starting something which everyone else knows w11l 
not work for long. When he next oppears, he will definitely stort something 
which will not ~t finished before he takes off once again." 

The Boys Development Program discussed earl1er, the Fuel Studies 
Course, the Literary Masters Course and Mathematics for Everyday 
Use, were examples of such curriculum innovations all of which had 
more or less collapsed by the end of the research period. Teachers' 
concern about the head's lnnovat Ive curriculum Ideas actually 
Involved Issues of scarcity of learning resources at two levels. In the 
first Instance, new programs diverted large amounts of resources 
from other areas of academic work which were already operating 
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w1th m1n1mal resources. In the second 1nstance, new programs 
always created very diff1cult, almost intractable problems in 
schedul 1ng, often entail 1ng reduct 1on in the time used to learn other 
subjects such as language and mathemat1cs. Teachers were strongly 
opposed to reduc1ng t1me for these two subjects s1nce the1r long term 
effects would be a reduct1on 1n the number of f1rst d1v1s1on 
certificates among students. A teacher stated, 

"When he appears, I am apprehensive because my time may be cut in oroor to teach 
some fancy course which 1s totally useless." 

Fourth, because the head was so constantly absent from school, 
whenever he appeared, teachers were lured 1nto a temporary bel1ef 
that he might be able to solve some of the school's problems. For 
example, concern1ng the ava1lab1l1ty of resources, a teacher 
expla1ned, 

"When they see him, taachers beg1n to feel that they may make a better case 
th1s t1me. You see, they have fa11ed to learn that they only often waste the1r 
time queueing to see the headmaster to prov1de money. I oon't th1nk the money 
ls there. But his su(X1en over-abundance creates an expectat1on of abundance of 
money and 100as". 

F1fth, s1nce the carry1ng out of major pun1shments of students, such 
as can1ng, were reserved for the head of the school, teachers sa1d 
that they noticed that students appeared to be generally unsettled 
and distracted whenever the head suddenly appeared after a long 
absence. Indeed, the h-ead would often execute such pun1shments at 
the earliest opportunity, causing commotion 1n classes as culpr1ts 
were called out, and subsequently returned w1th sullen faces. 

Because of these reasons, teachers could assert that, 

"Here you oo not feel the absence of the headm6Ster, there 1s noth1ng you are hop1ng 
for from him. In f~t you somet1mes pray that he w111 not show up. Even when 
the ooputy 1s not here 6S well, the only th1ng that happens 1s that both are not 1n. 
That's all." 

At Inland H1gh, a d1fferent set of bel1efs about the role of the head 1n 
controll1ng teachers' work1ng env1ronment operated. The head was 
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regarded not only as the central manager, organizer and planner but 
also as a major stabilizing factor 1n the school. He was seen as an 
able adm1n1strator, co-ord1nator, adv1sor, and a bel1evable model as a 
classroom teacher. The head taught an important subject in the 
curriculum, for a reasonable number of hours a week, at the lower 
school. Therefore, teachers trusted h1s assessment, cr1tic1sm and 
advice of whatever issues may be discussed in regard to the teaching
learning process. And since he was always in the school, and 
participated in all school activities, teachers regarded him as one of 
themselves. Somo had created and maintained a belief in the 
1ndispensability of his roles among staff in almost every aspect of 
school life. Even though he had delegated the day to day overseeing of 
academic matters, discipl1ne, social welfare and evaluat1on to other 
personnel, everyone knew that the head was the final arbiter. 

Moreover, Somo's information gathering and d1ssemination strategies, 
and his constant presence had secured credibll 1ty not just for the 
man, but also for the pos1tion he held. Somo's personality and position 
and the functions attached to it, had secured a strong moral 
commitment from a large percentage of staff to the academic and 
social framework of the school w1th the attendant bel1ef that as long 
as this organlzat1onal framework was upheld and commanded loyalty 
of its participants, nothing, including academic achievement, would 
change. Therefore, even those teachers at Inland High, who felt 
contro lied by the head's constant presence, apprec1ated the fact that 
h1s constant absence would have created an admln1strat1ve vacuum 1n 
wh1ch d1sc1pl1ne, teaching, learn1ng and other school activ1t1es m1ght 
not have been properly managed, organ1zed, co-ord1nated or planned. 

And here lay the bas1s of the contrad1ct 1ons 1n the teacher 
complaints. Although teachers yearned for an opportunity to carry out 
ind1vtdual planning, to be creat1ve and to learn from the1r mistakes, 
they s1multaneously, realized that lack of a school-w1de mechanism 
of co-ordination, would have increased ind1vidual teacher's 
responslbll lt ies for management, organ1zation, and p Janning of 
school-wide activities. But teachers also believed that 
comprehensive co-ord1nation of academic and social programs were, 
to a h1gh degree, respons1ble for the school's maintalnance of high 
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academic performance, and they were unprepared to see achievement 
slide. Teachers regarded the head's activities as mostly supportive of 
this goal. Therefore, when a new head arr1ved, whose 1n1t1al act1ons 
seemed not to uphold, at least, some components of the academic and 
social organ1zational framework which many teachers cons1dered 
absolutely essent1al, there was rear among staff that the system was 
in danger of losing support and consequently, changing the beliefs of 
the participants. Teachers seemed to believe that once the beliefs 
changed, academic excellence would suffer. 

Personality and Tradition 

What emerges from the above d1scussion is the crucial 1mportance of 
the persona 11 ty of each of the school heads. Al though recent research 
would seem to have d1scarded the "great man" theory of leadersh1p by 
adopt1ng perspectives from situat1onal leadership theory <Marshall 
1984), it was evident from the two schools that 1nteract1ons among 
school personnel rested on some guiding principle set by either the 
school head or someone else. As the case of the academ1c dean at 
Valley High showed, such a guiding principle need not be 1nit1ated by 
the officially recognized leader. What really mattered was the 
in1tiator's commitment to the pr1nc1ple and his ab1l1ty to persuade 
others to adhere to it. 

It was perhaps 1nterest1ng that both heads or school at Inland H1gh 
and Valley H1gh were very comm1tted Chr1st1ans, pres1ding over 
Christian schools. Some of the1r responses to the1r jobs and roles 
could be traced to how they 1nterpreted the miss1on of Chr1st 1an1ty 
with1n the1r spec1f1c school env1ronments and beyond. As Sm1th et al. 
< 1984) have po1nted out, wh1le research l 1terature may chose to 
1gnore the top1c of rel1g1on, 1t was observed that for Somo and Inland 
H1gh, just as Sm1th et al. had observed at Kens1ngton, rel1g1ous 
exper1ences and bel1efs heav1ly 1nfluenced the1r mot1ves, structures 
and act1ons. Inland H1gh was a very Chr1st1an school 1n all trad1t1ons 
so that Soma's own bel1efs f1tted well 1nto these trad1t1ons. 

"I h8Ve been 1n school ~m1n1stret1on for over 20 Y08rs. I h8Ve found thet the best 
th1ng 1s to be c108r ebout your own pls end exp~tet1ons end then work to 
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a::hieve them, with the help of God". 

Somo had explained that he had always based his goals and 
expect at ions on principles of community l 1ving, integrity, hard work 
and clear objectives, all of which were unlikely to be prejudicial to 
other people's goals and expectat1ons. 

Somo stressed that the Christian pr1nclples upon which his own 11fe 
rested, and upon which dally chape 1 for students was based, supported 
the administrative concept of community living. The 15 minutes of 
chapel, which he said he attended and always enjoyed, served as a 
daily rededication of students' work. to God. Re-dedication of the 
school's work to God was a theme 1n many group forums throughout 
the year and always culminated In Spec1al School Day <SSD) which 
commemorated the founding of the schoo 1. More than during any other 
event, on SSD the school sought to unite the founders, old boys and the 
current student body into a "renewed foundation upon which we 
continue to build." 

During the SSD service in 1984, six hymns: "O God Our Help in Ages 
Past; Our Hope for Years to Come."; "Come by here my Lord, come by 
here,"; "When I Survey the Wonderous Cross"; "Lord for Thy Tender 
Mercies, Remember Not Our Past, so That We May Walk With a Perfect 
Heart" and Psalm 150; and the school's own song were selected. The 
subjects and content of speeches and sermons were slml larly, 
tailored: The prayer from an old student was based on the theme, "The 
secret of our success 1s our dependence on You <God) our resource and 
strength."; Another old student prayed on the theme, "In loving our 
ne1ghbours, in our m1dst is God", The sermon g1ven by another old 
student was termed "Lest we forget", in which he recounted how the 
christ ian principles of commun1ty 1 iving had helped successive 
generat Ions of students of the school to become educated In order to 
give outstanding service to the nation. Therefore, through an event 
designed to unite the founders, old boys and the current student body, 
students had a chance to ref le ct on how past students had fulf1lled 
the school's goals of educating the elite who had become a foundation 
upon which the nation continued to build. 
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Somo had expla1ned that the Chr1st1an trad1t1ons 1n the school were 
not simply a ruse des1gned to 1mp lant some 1mag1nary fears in 
students' m1nds. Somo believed that the trad1t1ons had been the 
foundation of the school's academic success over the years and 
through the Chr1st1an sp1r1t or shar1ng and serv1ce to all, rr1ends and 
old boys of the school had ass1sted w1th the prov1s1on of learn1ng 
resources. In addit1on, the long record of h1gh academic achievement 
that had flourished within these tradit1ons, plus the general belief 
that only intelligent boys were admitted to the school, had helped 
sustain an intellectual and social climate of high expectat1ons and a 
hard work ethic which in turn, sustained h1gh academic achievement. 

Inland H1gh had enormous soc1al recognit1on which automat1cally 
transferred to 1ts head, teachers and students. The commun1ty or the 
school was alive infused with Somo's tremendous energy which 
seemed to make h1m be in all places, at the same t1me. Somo told 
teachers that for all they did 1n tra1ning young men, there was no 
tangible reward except personal, inner satisfaction: 

"Unfortunately, for all that comprehensive training there is no tangible 
sat1sfoctory reward except that of having proouced 'A better' c1t1zen for Kenya". 

After Somo had moved from the school 1n 1985 to his new unsol1c1ted 
execut1ve job, he had sa1d, "I m1ss the boys" Somo sa1d that he had 
found a great deal of personal sat1sfact1on 1n be1ng w1th "the boys" 
and that his partic1pat1on in games, clubs, prayers, on the farm and in 
supervis1on of housework were for htm, not just an example to others, 
but something he believed would bring h1m closer to the boys. 

At Valley H1gh, Kaz1 pres1ded over a school wh1ch had or1g1nally been 
founded on very strong and somewhat dogmatic Christian principles. 
With the dawn of the country's Independence 1n 1963, the school's 
sponsorship had been transferred from the church to the state, and 
the school had been spec1ftcally encouraged to develop toward 
becom1ng a center of excellence 1n the teach1ng and learning of the 
sc1ences. Although the church had reta1ned a tenuous and amb1guous 
role 1n the management of the school, the overall result had been that 
the or1g1nal Christ1an pr1nc1ples had 1ncreas1ngly become blurred and 
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finally non-functional 1n the dally 11fe of the school. However, Kazi's 
Christian principles had been approved by all concerned before his 
appointment as head of the school. A teacher In the school had pointed 
out that when Kazi f1rst came to school, " ... he found everything here, 
but he has failed to maintain 1t..." To some extent, what had happened 
to the strong and dogmatic Chr1st1an pr1nclples may be said to have 
extended to the soc1al and physical environment of the school. Yet as 
earlier discussed, academ le achievement d ;d not seem to have 
suffered the same fate. In both cases however, it was the nature of 
the personality of the head at Inland High, and the academic dean at 
Valley High that made such achievement possible. 

There was evidence that Kazi had himself been brought up w1th1n the 
strong dogmatic pr1nc1ples of a Christian tradition which might 
account for some of his behaviour such as a desire to g1ve every 
person a chance to redeem h1mse If, a need to reciprocate favours, to 
know the r1ght people, indec1s1veness and putting too much fa 1th 1n 
the ability of individuals to do the right thing. These characteristics, 
coupled with lack of time to personally inspect the school on a 
regular basis, lay at the root of the v1s1ble physical chaos of the 
schoo I plant. Kaz1 was very much aware of such prob I ems; that was 
why he had spent schoo I funds, for example, to emp Joy workers to 
clean student toilets; to repa1r furniture; and to tr1m grass on the 
school grounds. But h1s reluctance 1n enforcing the mechanisms that 
would have resulted in 1mplement1ng action 1n these and several other 
areas of school 11fe, Jay 1n his perceived and f1ne tuned goals for the 
school and his lack of a concrete personal philosophy to work. As one 
teacher explained, 

"He Is a man of the times. If It Is politics this week, he will be there. If It 
Is his favourite church's fund raising day, he will appear on TV. If It Is some 
Important person passing through here, he w111 be at the school." 

Trans I at ion to the Classroom 

How d1d teachers translate these various perceptions, cond1t1ons and 
s1tuat1ons to classroom processes? At Valley H1gh, teachers 1n the 
biology department for example, were qu1te obl1v1ous to the 
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deterioration of the physical facilities. They taught every day 1n a 
laboratory with the dizzying stench from the rabbits and rats without 
any attempt to enforce the clean1ng rout1nes by subord1nate staff. 
Teachers seemed undeterred that because many of the 1 aboratory 
stools were broken, students were forced e1ther to s1t on top of 
desks while writing or write while stand1ng. Teachers had expla1ned 
that they had attempted once, to get laboratory stools repaired but 
nothing had been done. They had neither tried to see the repa1rmen 
themse Ives nor tried to arrange to have some of repairs done as an 
industrial education classroom assignment. They explained that they 
were not responsible for furniture. All teachers had indicated that 
they hated complaining and blaming other people since, " ... the 
situation is not so bad. There are schools which are worse off". This 
seemed to be the opinion of the majority of teachers. 

Valley High had clear nat1onal recognition as a very good school and 
such recognition was proudly felt and often verbal1zed by teachers, 
students and old boys. The academic dean had summarized the 
situation thus: 

"We have been lucky and teochers and the boys have always worked hard. Our 
results have been very~ over the years. But now I th1nk we have been 
1mprov1s1ng for far too long; to the extent that we can no lon~r afford to 
1mprovise. We have got to a po1nt - at least, I th1nk we are almost there -
where we w111 be shocked that there 1s no more ~m1c 1mprovement 
regardless of how many handouts and individual students' projects we quietly 
superv1se. Soon we shall have to f1rst 1mprove our soc1al 11fe 1n th1s school 
before ~mic ach1evement goes up any further." 

During this research project, there seemed little effect of all this on 
classroom work. Only time w111 determ1ne how val1d the academ1c 
dean's statement is. 

Un 1 Ike Valley High, where teachers had to scrounge for resources and 
support, the traditions at Inland H1gh probably spo1led teachers by 
prov1ding al 1 needed resources and of course, by caring for al 1 
resources properly. In the classroom, tradlt1on demanded that 
teachers be challeng1ng, work hard and push the1r students to the1r 
uppermost academ1c l1mlt, and cater as much as poss1ble to ind1vldual 
student needs. Subject teachers were pushed to ensure that students 
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In their classes did not turn out to be the failures on school-w1de 
designed tests. Student performance in one class in a particular 
subject was debated by the whole staff and 1f remed1al work was 
needed, there was a system to 1mplement and assess such act 1on. To 
an extent however, trad1t1on at Inland High had unwittingly convinced 
some teachers that without the 1ntr1cate co-ord1nat1on that currently 
existed, the school system would somehow "run 1tself". What some 
teachers advocated was bas1ca l ly an abandonment of many of the co
ordination activities during which indiv1dual accountabi l 1ty at each 
and every level of operation, including the classroom, was demanded 
and whereby information was collected and dissem1nated school
wide. 

Teachers proudly po1nted out, often enough, that one of the 
fundamental values of the traditions at Inland High, was that students 
were taught to have a clear notion of when 1t was proper for them to 
be heard- 1n the classroom, during debate, at games, in drama, in 
music, and cross-country - and when they were expected to simply 
obey. The tradition d1ctated that the soc1al aspects of the 
environment had to be very clearly def1ned and demarcated so that 
none of the behav1our demanded of students 1n academ1c sett 1ngs 
would be unwittingly transferred to soc1al contexts where d1fferent 
levels of social learning occurred. Would such mechanisms work 
smoothly without central co-ordinat Ion? It was impossible to te 11. 
However, evidence from Valley High would seem to suggest that 
without the proper co-ordination of all school act1vlties, there would 
be problems in the total school env1ronment beyond the classroom. 

Somo often lamented the fact that there was no longer the des1rable 
11nk between the educat1on prov1ded by schools, the home and other 
soc1al inst 1tut ions such as churches, threat re, and the commun1ty at 
large. The result was that some students had come to look upon the1r 
involvement 1n the act1vit1es of some of these 1nst1tut1ons as e1ther 
punishment or a waste of time. Somo had said, 

"Those stuoonts who come from well to oo homes, tend to see school as a 
pun1shment, particularly those aspects of 1t that 1nvolve manual work. Those 
stuoonts who come from mcxilst homes look to school to save them from the 
manual labour at home. So when they get here and d1scover some of the 
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learning involves ooing manual labour they get very upset". 

What Somo was In fact, echoing is the growing concern among 
educators of how well national schools which educate the elite of the 
nation, succeed ln developing men and women with an acceptable 
comb1nation of intellectual, technical and social skills. An insight 
into student percept1ons of what the goals and activities of a 
secondary school education ought to be, is the subject of the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

STUDENT GOALS FOR EDUCATION 

In the foregoing d1scussion, perceptions of school heads and teachers 
of the goals of a secondary school education in relationsh1p to the 
qua 11 ty of school management were presented. At Inland High, the 
goals defined by the school head f1tted well 1nto four ma1n purposes 
of secondary school and adolescent development namely: developlng 
thinking skills <Cole et al. 1975); teaching how to behave in formal 
organizations (Katz 1971 ); conveying society's mainstream culture 
<Bronfenbrenner 1979); and providing opportunity for peer Interaction 
(Coleman 1961 ). It was ev1dent that a great deal of school 
management structures and their co-ordination, had the objective of 
tracking students <and teachers) so that academic learning could take 
place 1n an optimal soc1al env1ronment. But 1n add1t1on to the 
prov1s1on of an optimal soc1al env1ronment for academic learn1ng, the 
comprehens1ve tra1n1ng of students and co-ordtnat1on of the 
management structures underscored the 1mpl1c1t belief that extra
class management units, settings, contexts and routines also provided 
useful social learning to students. 

At Inland H1gh, this belief was made expllc1t and was articulated In 
the traditional philosophy of work consisting of intellectual, physical 
and sp1ritual development. Comprehens1ve training was expected to 
accomplish such development, through student part ic1pat ion 1n farm 
work, house chores, games, clubs, chapel, societies and community 
work. The goal was to develop knowledge and skills that would enable 
students, " to flt into organized society where there are leaders and 
where some students may become leaders." The school head and 
teachers regarded the school rout1nes, the signall1ng of time and 
activity by the bell, and the division of responsibilities for managing 
various school activities and services among staff, students and 
other school personnel as present1ng opportun1tles for students to 
learn the sk1lls leading to the ach1evement of that goal. In pursu1t of 
th1s goal, the aim that "all talents and resources available among 
students be developed and be seen to have made a pos1t1ve 
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contribution to the existence of a harmonious school community", 
could also be put into practice. 

There was no doubt that Inland High provided opportunities for 
students to learn skills to work towards these social goals. As 
Dreeben ( 1968) pointed out, schools are the first settings 1n which 
young people are taught these critical skills and understanding. Some 
of this teaching is explicitly a part of the d1sciplinary structure of a 
school and classroom (e.g. obedience to rules and respect for the 
authority of office). Some are tied up with the performance of 
academic work which involves the teacher's incentive structures. 
And other teachings are reflected in policies, such as class level 
grading of students, which, although justif1ed on grounds of 
efficiency, nevertheless tra1n young people to th1nk or themselves as 
belonging to categories and to accept the imposition of limitations 
and the granting of privileges solely on the basis of their membership 
in those categories (Hamilton 1984). 

But presenting opportunities for students to learn various forms of 
know ledge and sk 111s is one thing, learning and internalizing them may 
be quite another. Assuming that Inland H1gh's program cons1sted of all 
these components, how well d1d the school succeed 1n conv1nc1ng 
students not only of the usefulness of such knowledge in their present 
lives but also of its 1mportance to their future? To what extent did 
the school program of comprehensive training succeed 1n impart1ng to 
students a balanced perception of the goals of learning both 
intellectual and social sk11ls within a broader society where 
academic performance seems to be the major recognized achievement 
of schooling? This chapter presents data on the perceptions of 
students at Inland H1gh of the usefulness of various management 
structures 1n the curriculum for the developement of social sk11ls and 
attitudes. 

Dntn Collection nnd Analysis 

Initially, 35 students representing a cross sect1on of all levels of 
classes and various subject subsets were interviewed. The selected 
students were asked the follow1ng types of quest1ons: How would you 
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describe the kind of administration in this school? Why do you think 
the administration is the way you have described it? What kind of 
things do you learn in this school besides subjects like mathematics? 
What is the use of these other things you said you learn? Why should 
you learn these things here since they are not examined? Are there 
things you would 1 ike to learn here that are not taught here? Why do 
you want to learn them? 

The interviews produced more or less unanimous agreement among all 
35 students on the goodness of all aspects of the school's 
administration. The following quotes were typical of some of the 
answers. 

Asked, "you have said the administration is very good and that they 
treat you equally; what is the importance of this to you?" John, a 
first former replied: 

"Well before I came here I associated In land High School w1th 
success as one of the best schools in the country due to ~mies. I 
expected that everyone here was more intell1gent. I came expect1ng a 
special place. The very 1ntel11gent would be treated special. But 
when I came here, I real1zed th1ngs were just normal for everyone 
except for some things - the effort of the students. there is no 
loitering around for everyone." 

When asked, "what kinds of things do you learn here besides subjects 
like chemistry, biology and all the other subjects on the timetable," 
Luke a second for mer stated: 

"Well def1n1tely you learn here d1scipl1ne and reading on your own .... Your 
whole day is cond1tioned in such a way that whether you like it or not, 
you will - you will have t1me to read, and as t1me ~by. you yourself 
you come to realize the need to read and stucty." 

In answer to the question "what do you mean when you say the 
administration is very strict," Hussein, a third former, explained: 

"The d1scipl1ne here ;s such that you real1ze t1me means what you 
are supposed to do. And now s1 nee you know you have only that 
t1me to do that th1ng, you do 1t with all your abil1ty - your best 1n 
everyth1ng. Compet1t1on ..... the t~hers here make you want to 
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compete. There ls compet1t1on. Everyone wants to oo his best. 
Here the teochers tell you a~ student ls one who participates 1n 
class; he takes his work seriously. You have to perform well 1n 
class - every day, every lesson. Then they w111 say you are a~ 
stucilnt, and then every year you see those they said were ~ get 
6s or 7s." 

John, a fifth farmer, when asked, "I am not clear about what you have 
called learning the real life; what Is It," replied: 

"Uh, here it ls very real. It ls what you oo rNery day. They teach 
you real life. For yes, when you come to this school f1rst, you 
learn how to meet other people so you learn how to live w1th 
other people. Second, you learn ll:tivitles like games. Third, you 
learn to value bcxty exercises for your brain. In the clubs and 
societies you learn how to associate w1th others; in cilbates, you 
learn how to communicate w1th others. In chapel, you have an Idea 
- that sense of religious direction - sort of octually on a daily basis. 
You have to work hard to learn all these things 1n the short time 
you have." 

And finally Stephen, a first former, when asked: "what Is the most 
Important message you would send to a student who wants to come to 
this school next year··, said: 

"Th1s 1s the best school. Here you learn so many many things. All 
these will help you in your life in the future. I like oll the subjects, rill 
the societies I am In. I oon't m1nd oo1ng all those things like 
cleaning, chapel and the games. They are~ for you. There ls 
nowhere you w111 be without some work. I think by the time I am 
1n fourth form, I w111 be a better boy." 

Consistently, each student's response made definite and clear 
reference to the points frequently stressed by the school head 1n 
speeches during parade and chapel and 1n the various documents 
written for student notices. This consistency of opinion at all levels 
of schooling was hardly surprising considering that students had been 
reminded before the Interviews to be "nice but formal" by the 
academic master. But whl le student responses did not perhaps, 
reflect 'frank Individual opinion', they clearly Identified the main 
po1nts of emphasis stressed explicitly and Implicitly by the school 
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and which students had learned not only to verbal1ze but also to act 
upon. 

These po1nts concerned the following salient elements of school 
organ 1zat1 on: 

1. Equality among students; 
2. D1sc1pl1ne as a prerequ1s1te to tearn1ng ana Mgll ocll1evement; 
3. Learn1ng independently; 
4. T1me as a precious commooity; 
5. Competition as a healthy attituoo; 
6. Participation in class as a main attribute of~ stuoontship; 
7. Integrating octivities for the brain, bcxty and soul; 
8. Living together w1th others in a selfless community; and 
9. Manual work as part of school and Ufe 1n general. 

At Inland H1gh1 there were very few student pun1shments. Students 
d1d not speak rudely to teachers. Students always knocked on the 
staffroom door and pat1ently wa1ted for a teacher to come out to 
solve thefr problem. Total s1lence re1gned dur1ng prep t1me and 
l 1brary, and no student missed games without perm1ss1on. Was it 
possible that 1n a school w1th 650 adolescents, everyone had 
1nterna11zed the school's d1ctates as fully as the 35 students 
interviewed and as generally observed on a da11y basis? 

To find out how unanimous the expressed perceptions and opinions 
were, 360 students were asked to complete, anonymously, Scnool 
Organization, an 11 1tem open-ended questionna1re, des1gned by the 
researcher and the school's academ1c master. Three items < 1,6,8), 
asked students to describe school rout1nes and typical dally 
activ1t1es. The purpose was to discover how 1nd1v1dual students 
character1zed routines and possibly Judged about their sign1f1cance as 
content for learn1ng. Four items <2,7,3, 11> asked students to judge 
the roles of school personnel in school organ1zat1on, 1n part1cular, the 
schoo 1 head, teachers and school prefects. I terns 4,5,6, 9 and 1 O asked 
students to assess the total school's organized env1ronment and 
1dent1fy wh1ch of 1ts components, g1ven the choice, they would like to 
keep or d1scard and to describe the s1mllar1t1es and differences of the 
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school's organized environment to that found In other schools. Table 3 
shows characteristics of the respondents. 

Table 3: Characteristics of Respondents 

Class Level Age Range Frequency (~) 

12 - 16 106(29.4) 
") 13 - 18 105( 29.2) '-

3 14 - 19 93(25.8) 
5&. 6 17 - 23 56( 15.6) 

TOTAL 360(100) 

Perception of the Functions of Routines 

Students were unanimous in their naming of key routines and their 
functions thus support 1ng the school's stated goa 1 that rout 1nes "were 
necessary to get everybody organized for learning and teaching". 
Divergence of opinion, however, was evident In student descriptions 
of the characterist 1cs and behaviour of personne 1 entrusted wlth 
exercizing the powers governing various routines; and In student 
Interpretations of the "real" purposes for which the rules governing 
the routines should exist. There was still a solid 38.9% of total 
respondents who, l Ike the previously Interviewed 35 students, agreed 
wlth the school's description of the purpose of routines. This group 
was made up of mostly first formers, the youngest and newest group 
In the school; and fifth and sixth formers, the longest staying and 
oldest group in the school. The reason for this developmentally biased 
response might have been due to two factors: first, the newest 
members of the schoo 1 st 111 had the euphoria and prl de "to be here", 
and probably felt that they had to report all the "goodness" of this 
new place. In addition, first formers were st i 11 young and "obedient" 
primary school graduates, who probably had not yet attempted to 
extend the routines and rules governing them beyond the permitted 
boundaries. The same conditions would apply to the new fifth 
formers who had not been In the schoo 1 for the first 4 years of 
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secondary school. Second, for some seniors, fifth and sixth formers, 
protection of the schools' good name and 1mage might have been 
1mportant. After all, these students had been very successful 1n the 
school and probably appreciated the official functions of the routines 
for this reason. 

The 'dissenting opinion· of about 50. 1 ro of the students, was voiced 
mainly by third, second and a few fifth formers. The gist of opinion 
was that routines should consist not of a balanced set of activities, 
as stressed by the school, but only of academic activities -
examinable subjects and of "essential non-academic activities". 
These one student described as games, sports, clubs, soc1t1es and free 
time. Quest ion 3 on the questionnaire asked students: "suppose you 
were g1ven a chance to re-organ1ze the school day, what new 
activities which are not there now, would you put in; and which 
activities in the present daily schedule, would you leave out, and 
why? Chart 9 shows the act ivlt ies students wanted to abolish and the 
reasons for their abolishment. 

Chart 9: Act 1v1t 1es Students Wished to Abo 11sh 

Act 1v1ty Number and (7i:) Reason 
of Students 

1. Farmwork and 256( 71.1) -Wastes learning time 
Housework -Best oone by hired workmen 

2. Parooa/Assembly 220(61.0) - There In nothing to learn 

3. Chapel 187(52.0) - There is no content to learn 
-Not all stuoonts will become 
churchmen 

4. Speeches by school 122(34.0) -All stuoonts can reoo 
haoo (instead, write and put points 

on noticeboard) 

A major reason why students wanted various act iv it ies abolished was 
to save t1me. A student had rhetorically asked 1 "why waste learning 
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time on assemblies, talking about simple and useless things which 
everybody already knows ... or telling the whole school something 
which concerns only one or two boys?" The time saved, It was stated, 
was to be scheduled for more academic learning, reading and school 
outings. Time saving for learning was the most crucial element 
increasingly felt as students moved from Form 1 to Form 6. But 
significantly, no student had suggested saving time by abollshing 
clubs, societies, games and sports, even though these activities took 
up three times as much time as that taken up by chapel, housework, 
farmwork and parade together. As for sports and games, at Inland 
High, just as in the rest of the educational system, the folklore 
identifying body exercise as a stimulant to Intellectual functioning 
was strong and permanent. One student had observed that games and 
sports were necessary In order, "to break from academic learning and 
to increase the brain's capacity to absorb more, afterwards." 
Regarding clubs and societies, students recognized that the content of 
many clubs and societies, was subtly academic and that the 
mechanisms of practice and expected excellence not only fac111tated 
proficiency in cognitive functioning and mastery of communication 
skills, but also ensured the competitive spirit considered essential to 
tnte l lectual pursuits. 

During parade, the head of school often stressed that, "each student 
must show that he exists In this school - Inside and outside the 
classroom". But students dlff erent lated between engaging in sport as 
a stimulating body excerclse and devotion to sports as a means of 
showing that a student existed In the school. Luke, a fifth former, 
stated, "a student Is not remembered for his serious housework or 
silence during chapel or winning a few trophies. He Is remembered for 
being tn the top ten". Therefore, students had understood and learned 
the value of time, just as the school often stressed. But students had 
also understood its use in relationship to only serious academic work. 
What students had fal led to learn or refused to understand and accept 
or both, was the school head's frequent prescription, namely that, 
"successful living depends on an Individual striking a proper balance 
between pursuit of knowledge of God and self, academic work, 
physical exercise, proper use of leisure time and contributing to 
community service." 
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Nnture of Curriculum for Leaming 

It was unlikely that more than 50% of all students did not see the 
ameliorative aspects of housework or farmwork. The point of 
discrepancy, however, lay in the school's and students' perspectives 
of the purposes and achievement of the goals accruing to these and 
slmllar activities. The school predicated housework, farmwork, 
chapel and oH:er out-of-class activities, not only because of their 
enviromental improvement aspects or as a "break" from academic 
work or as "a stimulant" for cognitive functioning, but most vocally, 
as a channel through which students would learn social attitudes and 
skills relevant to the present and future. Students were exhorted that 
through these activities, they would become self-reliant and self
disciplined citizens. Through the consistent routine and through 
various activities the school sought to show students how to secure 
permanent commitment to three vital goals, namely; moral discipline, 
academic excellence and proper use of time. However, students saw 
as crucially significant only the use of time for attaining academic 
excellence, which would in turn determine "what one became 1n the 
future". 

To students, non-academic content and activities was not important 
for lec::ning. One did not learn by doing housework, farm work, or by 
attending chapel. Learning of academic content supported by the 
school's previous visible and excel lent academic record was the 
major organizing concept for student perception of what was 
important for learning, each deriving credibility from the other. 

There are two issues here for those who wish to encourange more 
vocational1zation of secondary school curriculums within the present 
organizational structures. Is it possible to convince students that 
what they do as school chores contributes to their future? Can it be 
assumed that schools impart to students morals such as 
responsibility, democracy and tolerance? Or does putting premium on 
academic achievement in educating the elite, mask from both the 
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schools themselves and the publ1c 1n general, the poss1bility that 
graduates from such schools are not as fully educated as expected? 

Important insights into possible answers to these questions were 
provided by student responses to the following four questions. Why is 
there a headmaster 1n school? For what reasons would you go to see a 
headmaster? What are the problems you face outside of class? If you 
were headmaster of this school for one day what would you do and 
why? 

Responsibility, Democracy and Tolerance 

First, student perceptions of the role of the head generally mirrored 
those stated by the head h1mself and teachers, namely; as manager, 
organiszr and planner. But students also descr1bed the school head as 
leader, father, boss, central man, headman, ch1ef, symbol, figure head 
and f1nal authority. Thirteen categor1es defin1ng the functions of the 
school head were stated as shown 1n Table 4. 

Table 4: Functtons of Head as Perceived by Students 

Function 

01. To run the school 
02. To lead 

Number of Students and 
(%) of Totat Response 

03. To be occountable to higher authority 

223( 62.0) 
205( 57.0) 
205( 57.0) 
201(56.0) 
201 ( 56.0) 
198(55.0) 
180( 50.0) 
180( 50.0) 
166( 46.1) 
148( 41.1) 
148( 41. 1) 
148( 41.1) 
122(34.0) 

04. To control people 
05. To rule over students 
06. To organize 
07. To colloborote with students 
08. To protect students 
09. To orbitrote omong students 
10. To co-ordinate school work 
11. To develop school facilities 
12. To maintain facilities 
13. To repair old buildings 
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Only one student, a third former stated that, "there is no need for a 
headmaster here, since things run well when he is not around". 

A typical description of a school by students was, "an Institution 
with a headmaster as leader who is appointed by the Ministry to run 
the school. The schoo 1 belongs to students but there are some good 
and bad teachers and students who must be punished so that the 
students can do well in national exam1nations." Students defined 
school as a "large place" which they compared to nine other large 
places where, in each case, six attributes could be ident1f1ed as 
shown in the Chart 10. 

Chart 1 O: Student De script ions of a Schoo 1 

Descr1pt1 on 

1. An institution 
2. An organisation 
3. A community 
4. A society 
5. A small ~ernment 
6. A family 
7. A household 
8. A clan 
9. A factory 

Character1st1cs of Large Places 

1. There is always a laooer 
2. It belongs to groups of people 
3. Owners have different Interests 

t----914. Answers to higher authority 
5. Has expectations 
6. Welfare of owners paramount 

These categories and character1zat1ons were used by students to 
descr1be the head's social relat1onshlps w1th other school personnel. 
School personnel were placed Into three main categories and their 
behaviours characterized as shown In Chart 11. 
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Chart 11: Student Categor1zat1ons of School Personnel 

Students Teachers 

I I 

Subord1nate 
Staff 

~ 
I IPl~~I 
rl 

The point to note about the Students category Is that the 
description of students as people or juniors for Instance, was 
perceived as referring to the quality and speclf"lc characteristics of 
the groups concerned. The stable and changing roles and functions of 
the schoo 1 head were stated to depend on the presence of personne 1 
who exhibited the behaviours described 1n Chart 11. By matching the 
categories of school personnel as 1dent1f1ed by students to the 
perceived roles and functions of the school head, It became evident 
that the head was expected by students, to apply only certain of his 
functions to only certain categories of school personnel. Chart 12 
shows students' expected allocat Ion of head's funct Ions to various 
personnel. 
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Chart 12: A11ocat1on of Head's Funct1ons to Personnel 

Head's Funct1on E11g1ble 
Personnel 

1. Lead, manage, -All students 
organize, -All teachers 
co-ordinate. 
run 

Reasons for E11g1b111ty 

-These persennelmake up 
a school without them, there 
is no school 

school ______________________ _ 

2. Collaborate -All students 

3. Control -Bad teachers 
-Rich boys 
-Seniors 
-Prefects 
-Subordinate 
staff 

4. Protect -"People" 
-Classmates 
-Juniours 
-Ordinary boys 

5. To be -All students 
accountable -ttigher 

authority 

-Students own the school 

-Persons with behaviours 
and interests unacceptable 
to "people" 

-Persons with behaviours 
and interests acceptable 
to "people" 

-Students own school 
-Can control school head 

Only functions of leading, running the school, and collaborating with 
students were perceived by students as requiring the head to be a 
"wise man and a source of lnsplraton". Students perceived the head's 
other roles and functions as contingent upon behaviours by a small 
number of different personnel as shown In Chart 12. In other words, 
not all teachers and students were eligible for the head's functions of 
control, protect, and rule. For Instance, the head's control function, 
which generally received student approval, was expected to be 
reserved for persons such as rich boys, prefects, seniors and 
subordinate staff, all of whom were perceived to have unacceptable 
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behaviours and interests. However, the head's protection function was 
expected to be reserved for persons described as "people" who were 
described by a third former as, "boys demoralized by over-vigilant 
prefects and teachers; ... those whose innovative gestures are 
supressed; ... whose good opinions are not llstened to; ... from whom 
the headmaster hides the truth and what is really going on; ... those 
who are dictated to; ... those who are punished for nothing or for the 
sake of it; ... those who are hustled; ... those who are constantly 
reminded of what they already know". It was in the protection of 
"people" that the head was said to be severely incompetent. The most 
frequently stated reasons why the head had failed to deal properly 
with "people" were that: "he did not understand 'people's' feelings; he 
did not have proper control over bad boys and teachers; he d1d not 
know what h1s prefects were really l1ke; and, he ruled over ·people' 
without the necessary intellectual resources". Students were 
extremely eloquent in describing the unacceptable characteristics of 
personnel eligible for control. Chart 13 which presents student 
descriptions of the behaviours of personnel who needed the school 
head's control, also conveys the intense passion with which students 
perceived such unacceptable behaviours. 
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Chart 13: 

E11g1ble 
Personnel 

1 . Bad teachers 

2. Prefects 

3. Seniors 

4. Rich boys 

5. Subordinate 
staff 

Behav1ours E11g1b1e for Head' s ControJ 

Unaccetable Behav1ours. Att1tudes and 
Act1ons 

-Hard, harsh, spiteful. power hungry, lazy, boring. 
unsatisfactory, unqualified 

-Display shallow reasoning; give students a rough lime; 
mistreat, man-handle; bask In class (waste lime); do not 
know what they are doing in class 

-Expect others to do what they, themselves, do not do; 
give unfair punishments; behave In manner likely lo 
cause chaos; are boring; harass "people"; hale; show 
favouritism; are over-vigilant. spiteful; sit on "people"; 
lack reasoning; deny "people" their rights lo defend 
themselves; are untrustworthy; are always against 

"people" 

-Perpetual law breakers; chronic misbehaviours; 
notorious criminals; unrulltes; harassers; bullies; 

blackmailers; oppressors 

-Show off; reject school food and wall for their fat mothers 
lo bring them food, cakes and money; have many 
outings; drink and smoke 

-lazy, dirty.uncivilized, backward, uneducated; 
do not clean properly; shout; speak in their mother 
tongue 

An1nd1cat1on of the k1nds of mot1ves that students read 1nto the 
behaviours of school personnel particularly, prefects, seniors and 
teachers 1s also ev1dent 1n Chart 13. In descr1b1ng reasons why they 
would go to see the school head, students fell 1nto four surpr1s1ngly 
neat categories, descr1bed by the researcher as requesters, adv1sers, 
compla1ners and blasters. Students who had stated that the function 
of the head was pr1marily to lead, to run the school, organ1ze and co
ord1nate act1v1ty, rarely referred to themselves as "people"; and they 
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stated quite frequently that they would go to see the head "to ask or 
request" for 1nformat1on, permission or some resource. Students who 
had stated that the funct1on of the head was to collaborate w1th 
students, and who had often described the1r colleagues as classmates 
stated frequently that they would go to see the head in order to 
advise h1m. Students who saw the head's funct1on as that of control 
cons1sted of two groups; compla1ners and blasters. Complainers were 
mostly students who described themselves as "people" but referred to 
others as "other boys" or classmates. They said that they would go to 
see the head to complain about maltreatment by bad teachers, rich 
boys and school prefects. Blasters were students who described 
others but rarely themselves, as "people" and who said that they 
would go to see the head "to blast him". With the exception of 
requesters, all other students sa1d they would go to see the head ln 
order to complain, advise and blast him regard1ng 1ssues of 
unacceptable behaviour, attitude and action perpetrated by bad 
personnel as shown 1n Chart 13. It is evident therefore, that there 
was a wide range of poss1ble sources of dissatisfaction among 
students regarding 'bad personnel'. 

And finally, descript1ons of what students would do if they became 
head of the school for a s1ngle day, showed clearly the d1chotomy 
between those who did and those who did not feel themselves and 
others as underpriv1leged wlth1n the the school. Students who d1d not 
regard themse Ives and others as underpr1v1leged, 1n other words, the 
requesters and advisers, gave general suggest1ons 1n order to 1mprove 
the welfare of students, namely; d1et, un1forms, school fac111t1es and 
buildings, and they wanted to increase the number of out1ngs from 
school. Students who perceived themselves and others as under
privileged, the compla1ners and blasters, were qu1te spec1f1c 1n the1r 
"demands". They would: reinstate the Authors Club newsletter wh1ch 
the head had banned; d1sm1ss the lazy teachers espec1ally those 
teaching French and mathemat1cs; transfer power-hungry teachers; 
demote all prefects and elect new ones; and hold the1r own 
assemblies. 

The call for the revival of the student newsletter was an interesting 
derf!and show1ng how well the "people" understood the power of 
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information and dramatizing once again, the fact that by banning the 
publication, the head had generated tension between himself and 
students similar to the tension that often surrounds access to and 
censor of media by political personalities in Kenya. Students had 
stated that before the publication was banned, they had used it to 
"blast the headmaster, the prefects, bad teachers and anybody e Jse 
who gets in our way". Actually, all the publication did was to use 
cartoons and questioning innocence, to print an occasional rebuke or 
indirect insult. But this kind of portrayal of school personnel had 
apparently given students a certain measure of power in "hitting back 
at the system". The consequence of banning the newsletter was that 
more than ever before, students created a substantially exaggerated 
view of the power of the club's newsletter as "a weapon". 

The "people" who generally disagreed with the present status of 
schoo I management on Jy wanted to counteract the head's authority by 
confrontation. Whl le they only hinted at organizing themse Ives Into an 
open resistance group, choosing their own prefects and holding and 
addressing their own parades, they most definitely wanted to deny 
respect for authority and deprive authority of access to visible 
practices attesting to and enforcing control. This was quite evident Jn 
the kinds of limitations that students sought to put to the head's 
accessibility within the school and to various types of students. For 
example, students pointed out that a head should never involve 
himself in "small, petty and unimportant ma~ters". His concern should 
be with "very official, high, sensitive and secretive matters that 
nobody else can handle". Students believed that secretive authorities 
had some type of mystical powers enabling them to come up with "the 
right solution" when and as the situation demanded. The head was 
expected to be "aloof and not abundant"; this would ensure a rare 
personality wlth deep mental resources, seemingly honest and solemn. 
Students said that they ln fact, abhorred the head's attempts to get 
close to students and to talk about obvious things and gossip. They 
considered such actions as below his dignity and instead, preferred 
him to cultivate an aura of inaccessibility. 

Three reasons were given for these boundaries to the head's 
Interaction with school personnel. First, students said that 1t was 
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most Important that the head gain popularity among students just as 
any leader should be popular among his subjects. But students were 
ambivalent with regard to the mechanisms through which students 
would reaffirm the head's popularity. This ambivalence led to the 
awkward suggest Ion that the head should speak only on those 
occasions sanctioned by students and that if students wished, they 
would applaud the good work of the head. Second, it was pointed out 
that the closer the head became to individual students, the more he 
was likely to be influenced by the opinions of those close to him 
especially, the rich boys. Students recognized money as an important 
form of power which attracts those who wish to share In Influencing 
others and they considered material sanctions as an Instrument of 
great effect to curb the Influence of the rich boys. It was Interesting 
that sanctions against showing off wealth by rich boys, were 
suggested not as detrimental to poor students, but in the name and 
image of the school. Third, students argued that "people relate better 
to other people when they, don't know them well." Familiarity breeds 
contempt. The mystique of a personality not totally revealed and 
understood was perceived to automatically bend people's wills so that 
the leader would maintain respect and popularity. Consequently, In 
acquiring popularity, the head was advised to ensure that students 
"do not discover that he Is just a figurehead and not as bright as he 
should be". A good head, students had recommended, "just lfke a 
traditional father, is good to his children. But the children never know 
his secrets. Therefore, they continue to love and respect him for 
ever". 

But these very prescriptions were contradictory to those that the 
same students had outlined In order for the head not to "rule over 
people" and 1n order to "protect people". It had been suggested that 
for the head to understand the feelings of "people", the head should 
"study" individual students in order to discover who was good and who 
was bad so as not to punish innocent students. Students had suggested 
that the head should participate more in school sports and games, be 
chairman of a school club, teach In all classes at all levels of the 
school, and hold frequent discussions with Individual students on 
various Issues so as to appreciate the diverse capabil it ites of 
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students. What was the explanatton for these apparently 
contradictory prescript ions? 

A posstble explanation was evldent In the data. First, students 
perceived the school as belonging to them anc regarded all other 
personnel as being there for the sake of students. Believing that 
others, Including the head, should act upon student's options, 
decisions, needs, and Interests, gave rise to a feeling of importance 
and status epitomized in the frequent expression, "without us, there 
is no school". But students also recognized the school as Just another 
"large place", where owners were not necessartly the leaders with 
power and authority to make things happen. In attempting to reso Ive 
the ensuing conflict, students had constructed both a liberal and 
radical Ideology which they perceived as more relevant to their 
situation. Examples of students' liberal ideologies concerned matters 
such as student decisions about the uniform, food, school outings and 
free expression for all. Student radical Ideologies concerned Issues 
such as non-payment of fees; summary dismissal of bad staff and 
students w1thout appeal; restricting admission to the school to 
"people" only; doing away with all kinds of group meetings addressed 
by the head and prefects; control ltng strictly how much personal 
property students brought to school; and preventing rich parents from 
visiting their children. 

Students, on one hand, wanted openess, discussion, collaboration and 
Improvements that could benefit all. On the other hand, they 
demanded secretiveness, social distance between various statuses of 
personnel tn the school, and drastic and ultimate mechanisms to 
effect control. These expressions of opposing ideologies were the 
basts or latent confl let wtthtn various groups of students. For 
example, wht1e one group of students pointed to Inadequacies in the 
way the head handled student problems, other groups stated that 
these accusations or tnadequacy were tn fact, unfounded and were the 
bratnchl ld of spot Jed and rtch boys. Whtie one group claimed that the 
head frequently created problems for students, another group stated 
that the problems expertenced by "bad boys" and "rich boys" were 
"created" by students. One group of students saw the str1ct rules and 
routines guiding every day student actions as necessary to the social 
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growth of students and the1r h1gh academ1c ach1evement. Another 
group saw these same rules and routines as "turning students into 
moment to moment surv1valists 1nstead of the responsible men 
1ntended". 

Students had suggested that the ma1n factor that prevented the head 
from providing "goodness to all students" was h1s fa1lure to 
understand "people's" feel1ngs. Yet 1t was also ev1dent that students 
wanted 1nteract1ons that 1ncreased personal d1stance between them 
and the head. Students were particularly cr1tical of act1ons in wh1ch 
the head seemed to d1scard this expected d1stance, authority and 
power and put on a facade of "equal1ty to everybody". For example, 
students regarded the head's act1on of runn1ng across the compound so 
as not to be late for class, not as a bel1evable example to them and 
other teachers, but as mockery and r1dicule of student pred1caments 
whenever they were caught late by the bell and were l1able for 
punishment. Students expected the head to develop the sk1lls of 
1dentify1ng himself w1th the common be11efs of students by 
persuasion and command and not by ostent1ous acts. Underly1ng 
student dislike of the head's attempts to be "one of the guys" was fear 
that th1s would soon result 1n d1ff erent treatment of var1ous groups 
of students, part1cularly, the Sen1or and r1ch boys. Students knew 
from their exper1ence w1th1n the broader soc1ety, that these var1ous 
"r1ch groups" had great 1nfluence on 1mportant dec1s1ons often to the 
detr1ment of the general publ1c. Although students were d1ssat1sf1ed 
w1th the execut1on of the perce1ved roles and funct1ons by the head 
and prefects, they real1zed the value of and the relat1ve leg1t1macy 
and respectab1lity assoc1ated w1th these var1ous statuses, roles and 
funct1ons. Students, therefore d1d not advocate total abandonment of 
the two pos1t1ons but recommended 1mprovements. 

Students who generally agreed w1th the goals and act1ons of school 
management, were unl1kely to think of resist1ng the head's author1ty 
and 1n fact, wanted to help w1th adv1ce, 1n order to 1ncrease the 
effect 1veness of h1s author1ty. But even th1s group d1d not 
necessar1ly want a head w1th true power, a head who was able to w1n 
acceptance for substant 1al v1ews of h1s own. Rather, students wanted 
a head who could conform to the1r op1n1ons. 
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Emerging Issues 

Th1s chapter started out by assert1ng that present1ng opportun1t1es 
for students to learn various forms of social knowledge and skills 
was not a probable guarrantee that students would actually take the 
opportunity to learn the prescr1bed knowledge and skills. Data have 
been presented in an attempt to delineate what students seem to have 
learned from the school's comprehens1ve training curriculum. Several 
points have emerged. First, it was evident that students had been able 
to differentiate between the purposes of var1ous activities of the 
comprehensive curr1culum and fit them into three categories, namely: 
activities that were academ1c and therefore, worth learn1ng; 
activit1es that were supportive of academic learning, and therefore, 
worth participating in; and activities that neither contained academic 
content nor supported academic learning and therefore, not worth 
learning. Therefore, 1t would seem that school management had not 
succeeded in convincing the majority of students not only of the 
utility of this third category of knowledge in the present lives of 
students but also of its importance to students' future and In the 
broader soc1ety. 

Second, with regard to student developement of social sk1lls and 
attitudes, two points stood out 1n all student descriptions of school 
personnel, namely, the sever1ty of language, and the immense 
disparity between what students said they would do and what they 
were actualy observed to do, both of wh1ch present ser1ous problems 
in attach1ng "ser1ousness" to the data that have been presented. The 
two factors are re lated and exam1n1ng the ex 1st Ing condlt ions in the 
school seems to suggest that the descr1pt Ions should be taken w1th a 
measure of seriousness. 

First, the unflattering terms in which recalcitrants were descrtbed 
only underscored the seriousness of internal discipline in the school 
as well as the intellectual ab1l1t1esof students. The student 
descr1ptions revealed the magnitude of the gap between what they 
believed they were being told happens and what they thought should 
happen. In other words, tn an environment of very strtct tnternal 
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disc1pl1ne and co-ord1nated funct1ons, even m1nor abberat1ons from 
the expected, have the appearance of gross violat1ons. This is not to 
suggest that students exaggerated their perceptions of problems that 
they faced in negotiat1ng the rout1nes and rules of 1nternal d1sc1pl1ne 
at Inland High. In the final analysis, the matter is not whether or not 
prefects were that bad, teachers that lazy, "people" that under
privileged and seniors that privileged. The final matter, and one 
which students described superlatively, was that neither the school 
head ror teachers, not only at Inland High, but 1n the entire 
educational system, was prepared to look at an issue such as school 
management with the breadth and mult1plicity of perspectives wh1ch 
alone can result in a balanced v1ew by both students and teachers. 
Throughout their descr1pt1ons students were no: prepared to Judge the 
leaders, 1.e., the head, teachers and prefects, as persons w1th 
strengths and weaknesses. Students demanded only strength from 
leaders, precisely because that 1s what school management demanded 
from the students on a da1 ly bas is. Whatever weaknesses students 
may have shown as individuals and as a group, were taken care of 
somewhat ruthlessly by the strict internal discipl1ne. This assiduous 
cultivation of an image of only towering strength by school 
management, resulted not only 1n equally one-s1ded perspect1ves and 
unreasonable expectat1ons from students but perhaps, more 
poignantly, prevented students from genuinely uti I iszng the prov1ded 
opportunities to acquire useful soc1al sk1lls and posit1ve att1tudes, 
perceptions and bel1efs about school personnel and the broader 
society. 

Second, the harshness of the descriptive language used by students 
sa1d someth1ng not just about the head, teachers and students at 
Inland H1gh, but also about cond1t1ons ex1st1ng 1n soc1ety. Inland had 
bright students and many read daily newspapers. The descript1ve 
words used were often s1m1lar to those used 1n publ1c media 1n 
describing unacceptable behaviours by leaders and "bad elements" 1n 
society. W1th the1r good mastery of commun1cat1on sk111s that gave 
them the power of self-express1on, students were able to 'reproduce' 
the strongest imagery to character1ze the1r descr1pt1ons, beyond the 
general fact that as teenagers, they always prefer to express 
themselves strongly. Consequently, what they presented was not 
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mere descr1pt1on. Despite the 11mltat1on of t1me that constra1ned 
students 1n completing the questionnaire, many used anaphora, 
metaphors, repetition and other rhetor1cal devices to achieve the 
effect of pi I ing up evidence to convey the passion of disapproval 
which they felt. 

It was not suprising that in a school with a strong science bias, 
students should se Ject scientific imagery to lend drama to 
descriptions of interact ions between themse Ives and those in 
authority. For instance, relations were said to have disintegrated, 
crises were precipitated, friendships between boys and girls were 
dissolved, discipline was impermeable, students collided with 
prefects, students had to rocket <revise fur1ously), bad teachers 
gyrated In the classroom (11ke hydra) and when students were caught 
gadgetlng <reading after bed t1me) they were demolished by the 
system. The themes of emphasis were not just the harshness of the 
system but the immorality and lnd1scipline of those who made it run. 
This dramatization to part lcular s1tuatlons and people pointed clearly 
to where the fault lay - with the leaders. 

With regard to the problem of the immense disparity between what 
students sa1d they would do and the1r actual observed behaviour, It 
must be emphasized that at Inland High, the threat and actuality of 
punishment in cases of all disobedience, rudeness and any other 
breaches to internal discipline were real. Dur1ng the research per1od, 
not a s1ngle incidence of student rudeness to a teacher was observed 
even though occasionally one heard a teacher complaining vaguely of 
"some of these fellows who are becoming rude". However-, the wide 
gap of disparity between actions and lntent1ons may once again, be 
explained by how hard all students strove to malnta1n the good Image 
of the school to outsiders. Th1s condition d1d not ex1st for the written 
self-reports. In the f1rst place, the Scnool Organization Form was 
des1gned with the school's letterhead; and was d1stributed and 
completed anonymously during prep t 1me at n1ght. As a result, 
students probably regarded the form as a purely Internal document. 
Here was a rare opportunity for students 1n th1s school to do 
"anonymous work" In an env1roment wh1ch always stressed that each 
student should show personally, that he exists. There was the real 
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temptation to wr1te what one does not normally dare. Th1s 1s what 
g;ves credence to student descriptions and to the possible ex1stence 
of the condit 1ons descr1bed. 

Another example of the same kind of "anonymous work" was 
experienced 1n the school tw1ce in 1983. Dur1ng drama week, g1rls 
from another school had come to Inland H1gh to see the school's play 
wr11ch was staged from 7.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. As girls left the hall, 
boys in forms 1 and 2 who had also watched the play, tr1ed to tease 
and follow the girls to the bus. Teachers believed that the boys had 
grossly misbehaved, "that sort of thing is not expected to happen 
here". All f1ve Senior boys who were 1nterviewed after the event 
agreed that, " the Juniors had gone all jelly wh1ch 1s bad for the name 
of the school". But not all boys 1n forms 1 and 2 had m1sbehaved. The 
group was warned that unless the culpr1ts adm1tted to the1r 
misdemeanor, everyone in the two classes would be punished. No one 
owned up. For half of a school day, every first and second former 
slashed grass as punishement under the direction of groundsmen. 

The immense disparity ex1sting between the spoken and wr1tten 
percept1ons of students and the1r dally behav1our, although a general 
issue 1n all populat1ons, should be of 1nterest to school management, 
1n considering the achievement of social goals in educat1on. A 
question which cannot be answered here relates to whether or not the 
reported emphasis at Inland High on learning soc1al sk1lls was real or 
imaginery. Expressed in a different way, it m1ght be argued that none 
of the 360 students who wrote self-reports were tel11ng the truth. If 
that were the case, then there would be a more serious 1ssue. If by 
reference to student perceptions at Inland H1gh, where there was a 
clear emphas1s on and pract1ce of teach1ng soc1al sk11ls. 1t was 
difficult to judge exactly how successful the school had been in this 
aspect of education, what could be pred1cted for students from 
schools which have even less reported emphas1s on teach1ng social 
skills? 

Second, It would appear that In actual fact, there was no expl1c1t 
teaching of social skills at Inland High. What existed was a clear 
system for doing things at particular times for the focal reason of 
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controlling both teachers and students, in order to do academic work 
efficiently. This view would be supported by the opinions of 39% of 
the respondents who repeated the school's version of the benefits of 
the management system and comprehensive tra1ning. It could be 
assumed that by participating in these structured activities, some 
students came to learn and Internalize the tmplfcft social objectives 
and sk fl Is accruing to such act iv it ies, while the remaining students 
simply learned only what these activities were explicitly there for, 
namely, controlling them. In both cases there appears to be a problem 
since it does not seem likely that very strict routines will nurture 
social responsiblity even though adherence to such routine may appear 
to support academic learning. Third, it would appear that the futurist 
not ions upon which students are frequently exhorted to learn social 
skills actually serve little purpose, since they make very little sense 
to students in their present state. Students would probably be much 
more amenable to following routines if the practical everyday school 
expectations that necessitate such routines were to become self
evident to students rather than be dependent only on their utility in 
the future. This would of course, dictate fundamental reorganization 
of present conceptions of authority, the nature of students, the 
processes of teaching and learning and the appl1catlon of learned 
concepts, be they academic or social, to real life s1tuat1ons. 

No one would doubt that students need to learn how to l 1ve in an 
organized society and that they need to understand the consequences 
of their behaviour, to learn to differentiate between persons and 
pos1tions, and to live in a community where resources are scarce and 
must therefore, be shared and conserved. Observations of school 
processes however, reveal that little effort ls made to use the 
school environment 1n which students spend a large part of their 
lives, to develop their practical ability to diagnose the structures, 
purposes and workings of the school's formal and informal 
management framework. If a student lives in a school for six years, 
without an understanding of the school structures, purposes and 
workings so as to act appropriately, how reasonable is it of 
educators to expect that students wlll understand the larger 
environment out there and act upon 1t appropriately? S1m11arly, 1f a 
student finishes secondary educat1on wtth no clear not1on or why and 
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how he should change himself for his own betterment, how can he be 
expected to change himself and others for the betterment of the 
nat1on? 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The research study, Educating the Elite: Harmony and Conflict, 
has presented data on the nature of broad educational processes in 
two national schools the students of which achieved very high 
performance on public examinations. The high academic achievement 
of the two schools was known and therefore, assumed, so that the 
study concentrated on tracing the nature of the social teaching
learning curriculum. It was assumed that the emphasis which the 
school head, as the key administrative and management authority In 
the school, placed on the articulation of the goals of a secondary 
education, would be reflected in the nature of prevalent beliefs, 
perceptions and practices. The personnel's articulated goals, 
perceptions, actual behaviour, actions and interpretations were 
documented. Similarly, what personnel said they did, taught and 
learned through their interactions with various aspects of school 
management was examined. The existence of various mechanisms to 
co-ordinate the various activities was regarded as an attempt by the 
school to provide a shared language through which to assess the 
school's goals, activities, present strengths and weaknesses and to 
implement corrective action. 

It was observed that In 1 and High appeared to have been very 
successful in evolving and using a co-ordination mechanism that 
encompassed all school activity alongside the comprehensive training 
program which operation al ized the school's four main goals for a 
secondary education. The most important achievement of the co
ordination system was that ft enabled personnel to gather, evaluate, 
disseminate and use Information about the functioning of various 
school units, routines and activities so that ultimately, academic 
teaching would be undertaken within a convivial social environment. 
The school's goals explicitly stated that the comprehensive training 
program, consisting of academic work, routines, community 
participation In manual work, chapel and extra-curricular activities, 
taught students particular social skills and att ltudes. These included 
responsibility, tolerance, value of time, co-operation, leadership, 
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ability to fit 1n organized social s1tuat1ons, and the development of a 
view of the balanced contribution of Intellectual, physical and 
spiritual activities to student overall social growth. 

However, there was no explicit teaching of these social skills. 
Instead, school management had assumed that by participation in 
activities of the comprehensive training program, supported by 
speeches and writing by the school head, students would be able to 
learn the intended social skills, and develop the coresponding positive 
attitudes useful during school life as well as in the future. It was 
observed however, that a large proportion of students did not seem to 
have recognized the Importance of the overall goals of the 
comprehensive training program. Instead, students appeared to regard 
as important only goals and activities that expl1c1tly supported 
academic ach1evement, and considered activities supportive of social 
goals as not only a waste of learning time, but also as basically 
oppressive of student freedom. It was also observed that teachers at 
Inland High regarded the comprehensive training program as too 
demand1ng of teacher time and expert1se In areas of school life that 
had little to do with academic work. Consequently, teachers felt 
controlled by the school requirement that they should participate in 
all aspects of the comprehensive tra1n1ng program and 1n the 
pervasive co-ordination mechanism, the activities of which they 
considered as unnecessar1ly complex and repetitive. 

At Valley High, 1t was observed, that the school had been very 
successful 1n constructing and 1mplement1ng a co-ordinat1on 
mechanism for the academic aspects of the curriculum and tn the food 
department. All other school activities appeared to be poorly or not at 
all co-ord1nated. There appeared to be a pervas1ve disorderly 
appearance to all social activities, and the school's physical 
fac1lities were mostly delapldated, inadequate and their condit1on 
continued to deter1orate during the life of the research project. Yet 
high academ1c performance thr1ved 1n th1s env1ronment, and there 
were no major breaches 1n student d1sc1pl1ne. Most teachers were 
happy w1th the disproportionate concentration on academ1c work and 
felt free to plan the1r teach1ng w1thout encrouchment on the1r t1me by 
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what they cons1dered as unnecessary management dut 1es and extra
curricular activities. 

The data from these two schools were generally supportive of 
findings by Stallings et al.( 1981 ), who examined the effects of school 
policies on pupil outcomes 1n eight secondary schools that operated 
on a wide variety of pol1cies and organiz1ng plans. S1nce the present 
study was based in very d1fferent adm1nistrat 1ve structures from 
those In the Stallings et al. study, the s1m1lar1t1es 1n f1nd1ngs appear 
somewhat obscure. F1rst, it was clear that teacher morale was h1gh in 
each of the two school with regard to those pol1c1es and rules wh1ch 
were clearer and more cons1stently enforced. At both Inland and 
Valley H1gh, the goals for academ1c work were clear and consistently 
enforced and no teacher had qualms about h1s role 1n th1s aspect of 
school work. However, morale was generally low w1th regard to other 
school goals basically because such goals seemed ambiguous 1n the 
w1der context of society, s1nce teachers real1zed that students would 
be better rewarded 1f they performed better 1n academic tasks than 1f 
they spent a lot of time pursu1ng non-academ1c goals. Even though 
teachers at Inland High appreciated the value of the comprehensive 
tra1n1ng program and aspects of the co-ord1nat 1on system, th1s 
apprec1at 1on was due more to the fact that the two sets of act 1v1t 1es 
undergirded a convivial environment for academic work, than to 
teacher belief 1n the long term social goals of such act1v1t1es. 

Second, absence and presence of an overall co-ordinat1on mechanism 
for all school act1v1t1es at Valley H1gh and Inland H1gh respect1vely, 
can be seen as prov1d1ng adm1n1stratlve support serv1ces and fewer 
burdensome duties for teachers and thus probably support 1ng h1gher 
teacher morale and less classroom m1sbehav1our by students. At 
Valley H1gh, absence of co-ord1nation of activ1t1es other than those in 
the academic curriculum and the food department, and indeed, 
disregard of participation In many extra-curricular act 1vit1es and 
dut1es by teachers and students, all increased opportunity for the 
pursu1t of the academ1c goal for wh1ch both teacher and student 
morales were h1gh. At Inland H1gh, the presence of a co-ord1nat1on 
system provided administrative serv1ces by: procuring all needed 
resources and of course, car1ng for all resources 1ntent ly; keep1ng 
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al1ve a classroom trad1t1on demanding that teachers be challeng1ng, 
work hard and push their students to their uppermost academic limit, 
and cater as much as possible, to individual student needs; ensuring 
that student performance on schoo I-wide designed tests were debated 
by the whole staff and that if remedial work was needed, there was a 
system to implement and assess such action; and making sure that 
the social aspects of the environment were very clearly defined and 
demarcated so that none of the behaviour demanded of students in 
acacemic learning settings would be unwittingly, transferred to 
social contexts where different levels of interaction occurred. 

Third, even though the levels of support given by the two school heads 
to the work of teachers, was very different, overall both heads were 
very support1ve of staff. The head of school at Inland High was 
regarded by staff as an able administrator, a model teacher and an 
inspiration. His constant presence and part1c1pat1on in all school 
activities, although perce1ved as coerc1ve by some teachers, was 
nevertheless, regarded as supportive of teacher work and morale. At 
Valley High, the head attempted to support teachers by extolling their 
good and hard work publicly. Indeed, the head's indiciveness and 
inability to censor teachers could be regarded as an attempt to 
maintain a genial atmosphere among all teachers. 

Policy Implications 

At Inland H1gh, there were many useful comb1nat1ons of policy and 
structure, for instance, the creation and sustainance of a good social 
environment for the working of all school personnel, which were 
observed to be supportive of academic work. However, as discussed 
earlier, many aspects w1thin these structures were v1ewed by var1ous 
sect Ions of the school community, as comprising both good and bad 
elements. It would seem that the search for a formula of schoo 1 
management that would sat 1sfy equally the pub l 1c, pol 1cymakers, 
schools, and various special Interest groups ls futile. What the data 
from the two schools underscored was the fact that as long as the 
education system st 1 l l places premium on academic ach1evement, 
management effort 1n school w1ll be directed toward the achievement 
of academic excellence at the expense of any other goals. It was 
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evident that schools already know, that without a mod1cum of social 
discipline among teachers and students, academic excellence cannot 
be achieved; and that without a reasonable level of academic 
performance, social discipline would not be easy to ma1ntaln. 
Perhaps, then policymakers should assist low achieving schools to 
Implement pragmatic dec1sions and act1ons that will enable students 
to work on academ1c tasks as a first priority. 

It seems that many teachers and students feel controlled by school 
management. At Inland High, feelings of control were due to the fact 
that all aspects of school life were centrally planned, Implemented 
and evaluated, so that both teachers and students felt that there was 
no room left for personal initiat1ve, creativity, freedom and error. 
Moreover, teachers felt that as a result of the comprehensive 
mechanism of co-ordination, efficiency, effectiveness and success 
could not be claimed by Individuals. At Valley High, where a student
teacher consultat1ve relationship (based on the need to accomplish 
academic tasks and which appeared to transcend ineffectiveness In 
overall school management and co-ordination and lack of learning 
resources) was practtced, no similar feelings of control were felt by 
teachers. Yet it was doubtful whether or not Valley Hlgh's 1ndlvldual 
response achteved as much personnel's accountability as was 
observed at Inland High. It might be Important to leave In the hands of 
teachers a certain amount of leeway to exercise control for the 
planning of what to teach and how to teach it and under what 
disciplinary behaviour to teach. But overall co-ordination of school 
activitity should not be relaxed In favour of teacher 1nltiatlve, 
creativity and lndlv1dual claim to efficiency. Every school's 
management should strive to reach eloquent co-ordination of Its 
act lvlty whlle at the same t lme, devising systems whtch would 
encourage the recognition and dtsplay of teacher and student 
individual initiative and creativity. 

Evidence from Inland High would seem to cast serious doubt on the 
posslbllty to have within the present perception of school 
management, parallel educ at lonal systems which equltab ly teach for 
achievement of both social and academic goals. Traditionally, high 
and sustained academic ach1evement has thrived In only those school 
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env1ronments characterized by clear and consistent rout1nes, strict 
channels of communication, rig1d discipline, strict observance of 
status and the availability of pr1vileges based on seniority and status. 
Soc1al skills and att ltudes such as tolerance, democratic behaviour 
and others would seem to be nurtured and thrive only in environments 
where they are practiced. It would seem unreasonable to define 
students as responsible, if they consistently obey the bell with the 
threat of punishment looming overhead. The recent orchestrated calls 
for a display of these social qualities from school graduates, be they 
high or low academic achievers, is perhaps an indication that the 
system as a whole has reached the ceiling for optimal social teaching 
within the present predominantly regimented social organization of 
school. Recently, the educational system has made a new commitment 
to the teaching of techn1cal skills 1n schools. Policymakers are 
demanding that every school within its own walls, provide 'a real' 
model of not only teaching but using technical sk11ls. A similar but 
far reaching commitment would have to be made if schools are go1ng 
to teach and use the relevant social skills in their everday work. A 
start1ng po1nt m1ght be the recogn1t1on of the fact that: 

"Socialization is never anything like a passive Imprinting by 'society' upon 
each 'individual. .. Socialization 00es not just stop at some particular point 
in life; rather it must be seen as a time bound process within which an 
individual is both proouced by and proouces his/her contextual 
order", ( GicX1ens 1979 ). 

In other words, those who seek to socialize others, must themselves 
accept a certa1n amount of socia11zation in the process. Democracy, 
responsibi 1 ity, leadership ability, being mindful of other people's 
welfare, tolerance, interdependence, confidence, and a scientific 
approach to problems are unlikely to be learned s1mply through 
ordering that such skills should be taught, and by talking about them. 
Every school head knows that a great deal of "talk" about these 
qualities has always been conducted at every parade and assembly. 
What 1s required ts to set up management Infrastructures 1n schools 
wh1ch not only work by the pract1ce of these qual1t1es but, perhaps, 
much more cruc1ally, show why these qual1t1es are essent1al 1n the 
development of all those who 11ve 1n the school. 
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The school heads at Inland High and Valley High were described by 
teachers as "strong" and "weak" respectively. What d1d these 
descriptions mean and imply? The strong head's key achievement 
would appear to have been his abi I ity to guide and direct the 
continuity of useful traditions and policies into a stable, workable 
and productive school system. The weak head was said to have failed 
to "continue" useful policy and practice for instance, in upholding a 
Christian ethic and work philosophy and in caring for school facilities 
and resources. These descriptions indicated the importance of 
continuity in policy and useful traditions In managing schools. What a 
strong head provides, Is a model of strong leadership which leads to 
management stability particularly, if it creates expectations for high 
achievement and provides clear channels of communication and 
evaluation of work. This would seem to suggest that even In those 
schools without a history or traditions of academic excellence, 
improvement through management act ion is l lkely to come about, 
more quickly, not just through Instituting particular forms of 
administration, but also through the creation of conditions and 
actions within the school that provide favourable expectations for 
high academic achievement, proper communication, constant 
monitoring of productivity and evaluation of academic work. 

Elements of a weak leadership were observed to be numerous and 
Inter-related. At Valley High, it was possible to isolate combinations 
of management actions with results that can be characterized as 
"draining" school personnel's energy through goal displacement. Such 
actions consisted of general unava1lab1l1ty of the head to school 
personnel at critical times; lack of command of basic management 
components; secretive financial management; use of dubious criteria 
In allocating resources; lack of a system for airing minor and major 
grievances; indecisiveness; too many concurrent activities; fuzzy 
goals; over-delegation of duties; and no fine-tuning of goals of 
schooling and education. It would seem therefore, that school heads 
need to be assisted to develop an encompassing percept Ion of their 
own work, the school's work and goals and the needs of various 
personnel. In this endeavour there might be need to develop more 
realistic evaluation concepts of school management than those 
currently used. The f ollowlng Ideas based on what was regarded as 
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what was regarded as good management pract1ces 1n the two schools 
might form a basis for the development of new concepts" 

1. Education, as def1ned 1n Kenya, has many goals. Yet ~m1c ach1evement ls perhaps 
disproportionately emphasized in publ1c exam1nations and job select1on. Wh1le 1n (J:lod 
man~ment the mult1pl1c1ty of gJals 1s not expl1c1tly truncated, underlying almost all the 
activities designed to work toward the achievement of these goals, is the deep dedication to 
the importance of 6COOem1c achievement. This dedication permeates the total fabr1c of 
school life and culture so that in the final analysis, high academic achievement may be 
related more to the fact that 1t is a pervasive objective, than to the ex1stence of more 
resourceful teochers with better teoching styles and w1th specific policies on how to 
remai :i at the top. If the ach1evement of social goals were to be more emphas1zed, schools 
would have to demonstrate a pervasive dedication to its 1mportance, its implementation 
and evaluation. 

2. GcOO management has an "openness' to outs1ders and v1s1tors of all k1nds, 1ncluding 
researchers and other schools. However, there 1s a clear educational pol1cy to guide 
openness to outs1de exper1ences 1n order to perm1t an act1ve flow of 1deas and personnel 1n 
and out of school, leading to more effective and enl1ghtened self-gu1dance. This openness 
also demands that those w1thin the school be able to present 1deas, a1r minor and major 
grievances, build support, repack~ existing directives and dev1se ways of 1ntrooucing 
small changes and press for 1n1t1at1ves 1n all aspects of change and growth. 

3. GcOO management looks after its physical and financial resources properly. There is 
no ooubt that because some high achieving schools were established a long time 6C1J, they 
have had a long time to collect and replenish var1ous phys1cal and f1nanc1al resources that 
are necessary for effect1ve tetr::h1ng and learn1ng. But th1s 1s not always the case. At Valley 
H1gh, despite the school's age and h1gh achievement, the phys1cal resources were Qu1te 
poor and 1nooaquately ma1nta1ned. A general observat1on seems to be that t1mes have been 
hard for everyone.The sent1ments of school heads and tetr::hers 1n h1gh ach1eving schools 
with regard to the1r f1nanc1al status and the availability of phys1cal fac111t1es and 
consumable resources, were succ1nctly summarized by the head of Inland H1oh when he 
said: 

"Our success ooes not flour1sh because th1s 1s a s1tuat1on of plenty. A major 
part of my work here, and that of teachers, 1s to organize for hard work 
amongst a shortage of many th1ngs". 

Of course, this whole 1ssue 1s tied up w1th complex 1ssues regard1ng the perception of 
"000quate resources" by school personnel and the valuations they apportion to the OOgree of 
academic success that these tmciuate resources contr1bute to overall acai3m1c 
ach1evement. However, one observat1on needs to be re1terated w1th regard to f1nanc1al 
resources. The easy access by teachers to 1nformat1on and knowl~ of the actual 
ava1lable f1nances for runn1ng var1ous school act1v1t1es, reduces the amount of ~1p, 
discuss1on and speculation as to whether or not school funds are be1ng u~ w1sely. S1nce 
corruption 1s a matter of great concern 1n Kenya, 1f school management can show that 1ts 
funds ere u~ 1eg1t1mately, then d1scussion w11l probably turn to other 1ssues, sav1ng 
tetr::her t1me and psych1c enerw for perhaps, more proouct1ve areas of school work. 
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4. Gcxx:l management anticipates and responds appropriately to crises created by scarcity 
of resources. Appropriate response means such things as Improvisation, proper 
substitution and establishing an early warning system so as to avoid misallooation and 
wastage of time and resources during the actual Implementation of the strategies to be 
a00pted in responding to scarcity problems. Equally significant, the responses should not 
result in merely shifting prlorlt1es (such as buying food Instead of textbooks), rather 
responses should attempt to at least, maintain the current level of activity and 
productlvlty with reduced Inputs. In ~ltlon, 9'.XX1 management has a clear system of 
acquiring the minimum basic resources be they finances, teaching-learning materials or 
teachers, and uses extra resources, wherever available, as catalysts and therapeutic 
devises. Furthermore, insightful management policies should set up clear directions in 
order to prevent acquisition - at very high cost - of "conspicuos" resources which have 
in reality little relationship to social and academic learning. And where such conspicuous 
but underutlllzed resources alreooy exist, management should work out sensible w(!t{s for 
optimal utilization. 

5. Gcxx:l management, while allowing participation In decision making at all levels by 
school personnel, develops a personalized IOOology on how to organize and do the1r work 
within the framework of centrally prescribed policy. However, 9'.XX1 management g:>es 
beyond this. It takes centrally prescribed plans as guidelines which d1ctate the overall 
~ls and spirit of the organization, but it formulates Its own working policy, relevant to 
~ls, needs and interests specific to the school and its personnel. 

6. In poor management, the actual level of management efficiency is low. A characteristic 
of poor management is the multiplicity of simultaneous urgent problems In almost all 
aspects of a school's 11fe as well as an 8SSOrtment of personal problems fac1ng members of 
staff of all cat~ries and students. The "lives of crisis" are made more visible because 
the f1nal authority to arbitrate, to give permission, to find substitute teachers, to 
supervise and inspect duties, and to solve all problems is the school head. In poor 
management, there is often no Hmit to the number of decisions that "only the head can 
make" Th1s often means that the only duty the school head has no time for, is patlclpatlon 
in dlscuss1on w1th teachers and g1v1ng genuine advice on instruct1on, performance and 
productivity of different departments. The larger the school the more the head - unless he 
concentrates on a few indispensable actlvlt1es and pol1cles- wlll be dependent on h1s own 
resources or the advice of a few friendly teachers or trusted students, and w111 therefore, 
rarely explore alternative solutions to the multiplicity of problems that w111 ultimately 
cripple both ac000mic and social learning and achievement. 

7. Good management, therefore, ls characterized by proper delegation, In m~ratlon and 
in conjunction w1th a co-ordination mechanism to gather, evaluate, disseminate and use 
Information. In g:xxi management, the school head as the chief administrator r900'Jnlzes the 
11m1ts of h1s author1ty 1n carrying out superv1s1on. School h~ at secondary school 
usually have more control over f1nancial matters, co-ordination of schedul1ng, disc1pllne, 
and overall evaluat1on of the work of departments, than they do over the day to day 
decisions concerning what material w111 be taught, or how specific students will be 
treated. Even though ~ heve the mandate to superv1se instruct1onal prooesses, they 
lack the specialization, the sk1lls and means to observe mean1ngfully the processes and 
outcome of teaching and learn1ng. Under these limitations, a (p:Xj head will delegate wisely 
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to heads of departments and individual teachers, providing support with discipline 
problems, Improving teacher working conditions and handling resource allocation 
Cilcis1ons fairly. 

Throughout the d1scuss1on 1n th1s report, an analyt1cal framework has 
been used to compare perspectives of 1ndiv1duals, po 1 icy, organization 
and action 1n two schools of comparable academic performance on 
public examinations. Student data from both schools have suggested 
that in s1tuat ions and conditions where academ1c achievement 
appears to be optimal, social skills might be poorly catered to in the 
education of the elite. This observation might lend support to the 
assertion that the truly s1gn1f1cant d1fference between schools that 
now achieve h1ghly and those that achieve least 1n academ1c work, 1s 
not that the quality of real educational ach1evement 1s d1fferent, but 
rather that the difference is in the quantity of academic achievement 
measured by currently ava11able methods. 

There is a real danger in the longterm, 1n cont1nuing to use only these 
measurement instruments to ·gauge total educat1on' 1n both high and 
low achieving schools. The danger to h1gh achieving schools lies in 
the1r current bel1efs that s1nce the1r students except1onally well 1n 
academ1c work, they ach1eve equally well 1n the atta1nment of all 
other goals of education; and since students achieve h1ghly within the 
school's str1ct and regimented organizat1onal structures of roles, 
functions, time and curriculums, the schools do 1n fact, function at 
the most poss1ble degree of eff1c1ency. The perceptions of h1gh 
achieving schools of the efficacy of the current prescr1pt1ons for 
their success could themselves become a major obstacle 1n work1ng 
toward improvement. 

The danger to the low ach1ev1ng schools 11es ma1nly 1n the general 
bel1ef that the success of the high ach1ev1ng schools 1s soley due to 
initial intelligence of their students at entry and not on what the 
school has done w1th the student s1nce entry. Th1s bel1ef breeds 
several detrimental attitudes toward the work of schools and the 
var1ety of personnel 1n them. The belief takes the burden of 
respons1b111ty and blame of the failure of students away from the 
1neff1cient and uncommitted managers and teachers, s1nce the bel1ef 
does not clearly expla1n where the school 1tself has fa11ed. Rather, 
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the belief leaves the responsibility for failure with the students 
themselves. The consistently poor achieving school often sits and 
does nothing concrete about improving, since unlike high achieving 
schools that have a name and tradition to maintain, the low achieving 
school has neither. The social existence of the poor achieving school 
depends not on how well its students perform but simply, on the 
physical presence of students In the school. 

It was evident that even with just two schools, the educatlonal 
ecosystem Is so complex that a simple cause and effect concept 
breaks down. This should alert policymakers and professional 
educators to the need to develop more accurate images of the work of 
schools and the future of students. School appears to have 
contributed much to the changes of old customs and the development 
of new ones. Thus to retain all the current practices of schooling in 
their present form on the grounds of custom alone is unlike 
"schooling". For, as long as educational success revolves around the 
academic standards that students in different environments are 
trained to meet, ignoring social achievement, which the majority may 
or may not have mastered, education rebuffs students who cannot or 
have been made to believe that they cannot make the academic grade. 
Equally s1gn1f1cant, this type of academic success deludes educators 
Into thinking that high academic achievers - the elite - have made an 
equally high social grade. The students at Inland High did not appear 
to agree. 
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